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8. Summary and concluding remarks 

1. Prototype of the mermaid construction 

1.1 Definition αnd exαmples 

The prototype of the mermaid construction (hereafter， MMC) has the 
following three properties. 

(a) It has the structure shown in (1). 
(b) The subject of the‘Clause' and the ‘Noun'紅 enot coreferential. 
(c) The ‘Clause' can be used as a sentence by itself. 

(1) Prototype ofthe mermaid construction ('MMC'): 
[Clause] Noun Copula.' 

The ‘Noun' refers to an independent word (not a clitic) that is a noun. 
Examples are cited from Modem Japanese (to be precise， so-called 

Standard Japanese): (2) to (4). The ‘Clause' is indicated by means of 
preceding and following square brackets. 

(2) [Hanα加=wa Nagoyα=ni ik-u] 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC go-NPST 
yotee=da. 
plan=COP.NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is a plan [such th剖 she]goes/will go to Nagoya.' 
FT:‘Hanako plans to go to Nagoya.' 

(3) [Hanako=wa hon=o yon-de i-ru] 
Hanako=TOP book=ACC read~GER be-NPST 
tokoro=da. 
place=COP .NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is a place [such th副 she]is reading a book.' 
FT:‘Hanako is reading a book.' 

(4) [Soto=de=wa ame=ga hut-te i-ru] 
outside=LOC/INS=TOP rain=NOM fall-GER be-NPST 
moyoo=da. 
appearance=COP .NPST 
LT:‘As for the outside， the rain is an appearance [such th剖 it]is 

falling.' 
FT:‘It appears/seems to be raining outside.' 

All of (2) to (4)訂 einstances ofthe prototype ofthe MMC; they have all 
of the three properties listed above. 

Regarding the prope均r(a)， (2) to (4) have the structure shown in (1). 
Conceming the property (b)， the subject ofthe‘Clause' (Rαnako) is not 

coreferential with the ‘Noun': yotee‘plan' in (2) and tokoro‘place' in (3). 
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Hanako is a human being. She is not a p1an or a p1ace. In (4)， the subject of 
the ‘C1ause' (ame‘rain') is not coreferentia1 with the ‘Noun'， i.e. moyoo 
‘appearance'. The rain is a meteoro10gica1 phenomenon， and it is not an 
appearance. 

As for the property (c)ラ the‘C1ause' in (2) to (4) can be used as a 
sentence by itse1f. Compare (2) with (5); (3) with (6); and (4) with (7). 

(5) Hanako=wa Nagoya=ni ik-u. 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC go・NPST
'Hanako goes/will go to Nagoya.' 

(6) Hanako=wa hon=o yon-de i-ru. 
Hanako=TOP book=ACC read-GER be-NPST 
'Hanako is reading a book.' 

(7) Soto=de=wa ame=ga hut-te i-ru. 
outside=LOCIINS=TOP rain=NOM fall-GER be-NPST 
LTソAsfor the outside， the rain is falling.' 
FT:‘It is raining outside.' 

(In the following， 1 shall often refer to the prototype of由eMMC simp1y as 
the MMC - un1ess 1 am exp1icit1y refeηing to non-prototypica1 instances.) 

1.2 Unusual characteristics 01 MMC 

The MMC has unusua1 characteristics， in terms of syntax and semantics. 
Examp1es町ecited from Modem Japanese. 

[1] Syntax 
As just seen， the ‘C1ause' ofthe MMC can be used by itse1fas a sentence. 

Now， in (2) to (4)，出e‘C1ause'of由eMMC is a verb-predicate clause， 
whose predicate is a verb. However， the MMC ends with ‘Noun + Copu1a'. 
In this respect， it resemb1es a noun-predicate sentence. Examp1es of 
noun-predicate sentence include (8). 

(8) Hanako=wa gakusee=da. 
Hanako=TOP student=COP .NPST 
'Hanako is a student.' 

Th剖 is，(2) to (4) have an unusua1 structure. Their first p訂 thas the 
struc加reof a verb圃 predicateclause/sentence， whi1e their second p町thas 
出atof a noun-predicate clause/sentence. They resemb1e a mermaid in that 
出eyexhibit a combination of two different struc旬res:the structure of a 
verb-predicate clause/sentence and that of a noun-predicate clause/sentence. 
It is for this reason th瓜 1coined the term 'mermaid construction' (‘MMC') 
for them. 

The ‘C1ause' in (2) to (4) is a verb-predicate clause. Altemative1y， an 
adjective-predicate clause can occupy血e‘C1ause'slot， e.g. (9). This， too， is 
an instance ofthe prototypica1 MMC. First， it has the structure shown in (1). 
Second， the subject oftheιC1ause' (i.e. Hanako) is not coreferentia1 with the 
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ιNoun'， i.e. nature. Third， the ‘C1ause' can be used by itse1f as a sentence; 
see (10). 

(9) [Hanako=wa akaru-i] see初ku=da.
Hanako=TOP be.cheerfu1-NPST nature=COP.NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is a nature [such that she] is cheerful. 
FT: 'Hanako has a cheerfu1 na印re.'

(10) Hanako=wa akaru-i. 
Hanako=TOP be.cheerfu1-NPST 
'Hanako is cheerfu1.' 

Simi1arly， a noun-predicate clause can occupy the ιC1ause' slotヲ andthe 
sentence is a prototypica1 MMC. 

(11) [Hanako=wa tensai=de ar-u] 
Hanako=TOP genius=COP.GER be-NPST 
tumori=dlα. 
intention=COP .NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is an intention [such th剖 she]is a ge凶us.'
FT: 'Hanako considers herselfa genius.' 

(12) Hanako=wa tensai=de ar-u. 
Hanako=TOP genius=COP.GER be-NPST 
ιHanako is a ge凶us.'

(In the ‘C1ause' of (11) and a1so in (12)， the copu1a is in the periphrastic 
form， which consists of the gerund form of the copu1a (=de) and the verb 
ar-(here used as an auxi1iary verb)). The periphrastic form sounds formal.) 

Like (2) to (4)， both (11) and (12)町 ecombinations of two structures: an 
adjective/noun四 predicateclause + a noun-predicate sentence. 

[2] Semantics 
Semantically as well， (2) to (4) are pecu1iar. When 1iterally inte中reted，
these sentences do not make sense. A 1itera1 trans1ation of (2) is 官 anakois 
a p1an [such that she] goes/will go to Nagoya'. Obvious1y， however， Hanako 
is a human being， and not a p1an. A 1itera1 trans1ation of (3) is ‘Hanako is a 
p1ace [such th剖 she]is reading a book now'. Again， Hanako is a human 
being， and not a p1ace. A 1itera1 trans1ation of (4) is 'As for the outside， the 
rain is an appearance [such that it] is falling'. The rain is a meteoro1ogica1 
phenomenon， and it is not an appe訂 ance.

To s田nup， sentences such as (2) to (4) are pecu1iar， both syntactically 
and semantically. Syntacticallyヲ they町 e1ike mermaids. They are each a 
combination of two different structures. Semantically， when 1iterally 
interpreted， these sentences do not make sense. 

1.3 Constructions thαtare not MMC 

There町 econstructions that may 100k simi1ar to the恥仏1C，but that are in 
fact not. Two se1ected cases町 egiven. Examp1es are cited from Modern 
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Japanese. 
[1] Noun-predicate sentences whose predicate contains an adnominal 

clause ('AC') 
These sentences have the structure shown in (13). 

(13) Subject Predicate Copula 
(AC + noun) 

Examples include the following. The AC is shown by a broken line. 

(14) 血盟三盟 Hanako二 四 tukut-tα 盟並豆=dα.

this=TOP Hanako=NOM make-PST plan=COP.NPST 
Subject Predicate 
‘This is the/a plan出atHanako made.' 

(15) Ranako=wa hon=wo von-de i-ru 

Hanako=TOP book=ACC read心ERbe-NPST 
Subject Predicate 

gakz壁宣=da.
student=COP 
Predicate 
‘Hanako is the/a student who is reading a book.' 

Indeed， the MMC (e.g. (2) to (4)) and sentences such as (14) and (15) 
may look similar. Specifically， it may look as if the MMC， too， had the 
structure shown in (13). (Indeed， many previous studies of Japanese 
maintain this view.) However， they have different structures. (See Tsunoda， 
(this volume， 6.4).) (In the following， when a paper in this volume is cited， 
generally ‘this volume' will not be mentioned. That is， 'Tsunoda (this 
volume， 6.4)' will be cited as 'Tsunoda (6.4)'.) 

First， in sentences such as (14)組 d(15)， the AC can be deleted， and the 
resultant sentence is acceptable. Compare (15) with (8); and (14) with (16). 

(16) Kore=wa yotee=da. 
this=TOP plan=COP.NPST 
Subject Predicate 
ιThis is a plan.' 

In con甘ast，in the case of the MMC， the deletion of what may look like 
an AC yields nonsensical sentences. Compare (2) with (17); (3) with (18); 
and (4) with (19). 

(17) ?Hanako=wa yotee=da. 
Hanako=TOP plan=COP .NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is a plan. ' 
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(18) 7Hanako=wa tokoro=da. 
Hanako=TOP place=COP.NPST 
LT: 'Hanako is aplace.' 

(19) 7Soto=de=wa ame=ga moyoo=da. 
outside=LOC/INS=TOP rain=NOM appearance=COP.NPST 
L T: 7' As for the outside， the rain is an appearance.' 

Recall that one of the three properties of the prototype of the MMC is 
the following (1.1): 

(b) The subject of the‘Clause' and the ‘N oun' are not coreferential. 

We saw in 1.1 th国 (2)to (4) have this property. In contrast， (14) and (15) 
lack this property. For example， in (15)， Hanako and gakusee‘s加dent'are 
coreferential. In contrast， in (3)， Hanako and tokoro 'place' are not 
coreferential. 

Second， sentences such as (14)組 d(15) have the structure shown in (13)， 
repeated as (2仏a).That is， the predicate contains an AC. The AC may have 
its own subject， as distinct from the subject of the entire sentence. In (14)， 
for example， the subject of the entire sentence is kore 'this' and the AC has 
its own subject: Hanαko. The struc加reof (14) can be shown as in (20・b).
The AC may not have its own subject. See (15). The subject ofthe AC， i.e. 
gakusee‘student'， is relativized on， and it constitutes a‘gap' (e). The 
structure of (15) may be shown as in (20・c).For the reader's convenienceラ

the structure ofthe prototype ofthe MMC， i.e. (1) is repeated in (21). 

(20) Noun圃 predicatesentences whose predicate contains an AC 
a. Subject Predicate Coupla 

(AC + noun) 
b. SUbjecti Subjectj ... noun Copula 
c. SUbjecti 町… nounj Copula 

(21) Prototype ofthe MMC 
[Clause] Noun Copula 

In contrast， the MMC c出mothave two subjects， unlike (20・b)(cf. (14)). 
Also， it is difficult to set up a ιgapララ unlike(20・c).

We have givenれTI10 pieces of evidence to show that the MMC and 
sentences such as (14) and (15) have different structures - contrary to the 
view advanced in many previous studies of Japanese. (This is discussed in 
Tsunoda (6.4).) This in turn shows th剖 theMMC should be distinguished 
企omnoun-predicate sentences whose predicate contains an AC. We shall 
further discuss the structure ofthe MMC in 5.4 below. 

We have shown that the structure of the MMC differs from that of 
noun-predicate sentences whose predicate contains an AC. Nonetheless， it is 
likely that， in Japanese at least， the MMC originated in the latter sentences. 
See 7.3-[2] below and Miyachi (Sections 5， 6 and 7.6). 

[2] Existential/possessive construction 
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In Modem Japanese， existence/possession can be expressed by means of the 
existential verb ar-and the DATILOC-NOM case frame. The DATILOC 
case postposition may be absent. (The verb ar-can also be used as an 
auxiliary verb， e.g. (11)， (12).) An example is (22). Now， consider (23). 

(22) Hanako=ni=wa 
Hanako=DAT ILOC=TOP 
ar-u. 
exist-NPST 

(or Hanako=wa) ie=ga 
( Hanako=TOP) house=NOM 

LT:‘As for to/at Hanako (or， As for Hanako) a house exists. 
FT:‘Hanako has a house. ' 

(23) Hanako=ni=wa (or Hanako=wa) 
Hanako=DAT/LOC=TOP ( Hanako=TOP) 
Nagoya=ni ik-u yotee=ga 
Nagoya=DAT/LOC go.-1、~PST plan=NOM 
ar-u. 
exist-NPST 
LT:ιAs for to/at Hanako (or， As for Hanako)， a plan to go (or， a 

plan [such th剖 she]goes/will go) to Nagoya exists.ラ

FT:‘Hanako has a plan to go to Nagoya.' 

(23) may look similar to the MMC. However， 1 consider it an instance of 
the existentiallpossessive construction， and not an instance of the MMC. 
The reasons are as follows. 

First， (23) involves the existential verbαr-. In contrast， the MMC 
involves the copula. 

Second， the relevant noun， i.e. yotee‘pl泊二 isfollowed by the 
nominative case marker. In contrast， the 'Noun' in the MMC is followed by 
no case marker. It is followed by the ‘Copula'. 

2. HistoηT of research into MMC 

In Section 2， 1 shall use the term‘the noun-concluding construction' 
(‘NCC') in addition to 'the mermaid construction' (‘MMC'). As noted in 
1.2，出eMMC exhibits a combination of two structures: a verb-predicate 
clause (or some other clause) + a noun-predicate clause. The noun閑 predicate
clause may follow or precede the other clause. The NCC is a type of the 
MMC in which the noun-predicate follows， not precedes， the other clause. 

Probably in all the languages investigated in the present volume， the 
existence ofinstances ofwhat 1 have labelled the MMC was already known. 
However， they did not seem to a町 actmuch attention of linguistsラ andthey 
did not seem to be recognized as a distinct construction. 

To the best of my knowledge， it is Matisoff (1972) who first stated that 
what 1 later labelled the MMC is uncommon. He examined one type of 
加lMC(to be specific， one type ofNCC) found in Lahu， Jinghpaw， Burmese， 
Tibetan (all Tibeto-Burman languages)， Chinese， and Japanese， and 
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described it as 'a phenomenon that is quite alien from the point of view of 
standard average European languages but su中risingly widespread 
elsewhere'. Matisoffs view is best appreciated in a discussion of the 
syntactic struc旬reofthe MMC， and it will be discussed in 5.4. 

For Japanese， it is probably Tsunoda (1994・a，1994・b，1994-c， 1996) 
who first proposed to recognize the peculiarity of sentences such as (2) to 
(4) and to distinguish them as a distinct construction. Previous studies of 
Japanese analyzed them as a structute that contain an AC and the head noun 
(Tsunoda， 6.4). 1 labelled these sentences as taigenゾime-bun
'noun-concluding construction' (ιNCC')， since they end with a noun 
(followed by the copula) even when the sentence starts with what has the 
structure of a verb-predicate clause/sentence. On the basis of information 
企omrelevant specialists， as of 1996， 1 (tentatively) concluded as follows. 

(a) The NCC or something similar was found in the following 
languages: Ainuラ Korean，Mongolian， Turkish， and Tibetan， in addition to 
Japanese. They are alllanguages of Asia. Also， they are agglutinating， SOV， 
and postpositional. 

(b) The NCC (or something similar) was not found in Nanay， Yukaghir， 
Tamil， Kannada， Quechua， Aymara or Eskimo. 

(c) The NCC was found in Asia， and it was not found elsewhere. 
(d) It was not the case that every SOV， agglutinating and postpositional 

language had the NCC. (The languages listed in (b) appeared to be SOV， 
agglutinating and postpositional.) The conditioning factor that favoured the 
existence ofthe NCC was not known. 

From October 2009 to March 2012， at the National Institute for Japanese 
Language and Linguistics， where 1 served as the Director of the Department 
of Crosslinguistic Studies， 1 conducted two collaborative research projects， 
in which 1 had the good fortune to have forty specialists in individual 
languages. Slightly more than half of them訂 especialists in languages of 
Asia. 

One of the two projects aimed to conduct a crosslinguistic research into 
what was labelled the NCC剖 th瓜 time.Its major outcome is the present 
volume. This project has produced interesting findings. 

Kazuhiro Kawachi reported that this construction occurs in Sidaama， an 
SOV language of Ethiopia. This is the first report on the existence of this 
construction outside Asia. (See Kawachi (Section 5).) 

Masumi Katagiri reported that a mirror image of this construction occurs 
血 Tagalogof the Philippines， which is a predicate-initial (or verb-initial) 
language. Tagalog lacks a copula verb， and the construction in question has 
the following structure. (See Katagiri (Section 5).) 

(24) Noun [Clause] 

As is obvious， the term‘noun-concluding construction' (NCC) is not 
applicable to Tagalog. In order to accommodate (24)， 1 coined the label 
‘mermaid construction' (恥仏1C):This new label can be used as long as the 
construction is a combination of two different structures. Katagiri's report 
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has led to the discovery of the MMC in Kapampangan by Hiroaki Kitano 
(p.c.)， another predicate-initial (or verb-i凶tial)language of the Philippines. 

Hideki Ono reported that the construction in question occurs in 
Mandarin Chinese， which is an SVO language. This construction has the 
following structure shown in (25) or th瓜 shownin (26). (See Ono (this 
volume).) 

(25) Subject + Copula + Clause + Noun. 
(26) Subject (Clause-1) + Copula + Clause-2 + Noun. 

In the structure shown in (25)， the ‘Clause' does not have its own subject. 
Th剖 is，it is possible to say that the subject of the ‘Clause' is separated by 
the ‘Copula'合omthe other constituents of the ‘Clause'. In the structure 
presented in (26)， the first clause (i.e. Clause-1) is the subject of the entire 
sentence. (25) and (26) end with the ‘Noun'， and therefore they are perfect 
examples of the noun-concluding construction. (In (1)， the prototype of the 
h仏1C，strictly speaking the ‘Noun' does not conclude the sentence. It is 
followed by the ‘Copula'.) 

Other findings obtained in this project訂 ementioned in the following 
sections， and more fully in other chapters in the present volume. 

3. Geographical distribution of M加IC

A survey conducted副nongthe participants of the two collaborative 
research projects yielded the following results. 

The MMC or something similar is found in the following languages -
twenty-one in all. Except for Kapampangan (Hiroaki Kitanoラ P心)and 
Central Tibetan (Izumi Hoshi， p.C.よ theselanguages a町rediscussed i泊n 

sepa紅r悶a叫techapters in the pr問es鎚en凶tvolume， and the author' s name is given after 
the name ofthe language. 

Tagalog (Masumi Katagiri); Kapampangan; Irabu Ryukyuan (Michinori 
Shimoji); Japanese: Old and Early Middle Japanese (Asako Miyachi)， 
Modern Japanese (to be precise， the so-called Standard Japanese of Modern 
Japanese) (Tasaku Tsunoda)， Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Kan Sasaki); 
Ainu (Anna Bugaeva); Korean (Joungmin Kim); Kolyma Yukagir (Fubito 
Endo); Koryak (Megumi Kurebito); Sakha (Fuyuki Ebata); Mandarin 
Chinese (Hideki Ono); Mongolian (Hiroyuki Umetani); Sive (Tomoyuki 
Kubo and Norikazu Kogura); Amdo Tibetan (Shiho Ebihara); Central 
Tibetan; nDrapa (S剖oko Shirai); Newar (K回 uyukiKiryu); Burmese 
(Atsuhiko Kato); Thai (Kiyoko Takahashi); Hindi (Yasunari Imamura); 
Kurux (Masato Kobayashi); and Sidaama (Kazuhiro Kawachi) 

In addition， Lahu and Jinghpaw (Matisoff 1972) have the MMC. 
Among the languages listed above， the MMC is very close to， or 

identical with， its prototype (cf. Section 1) in some languages， while it 
deviates from the prototype in other languages， to varying degrees. 

Among the instances of the MMC， that in Thai is the farthest away丘om
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the prototype. Nonetheless， the paper on it written by Kiyoko Takahashi is 
included in the present volume. It exhibits a feature出atis shared by the 
MMC in many other languages (see Takahashi， 5.5.3.1). 

Anna Bugaeva on Ainu， Hideki Ono on Mandarin Chinese， and 
Tomoyuki Kubo and Norikazu Kogura on Sive have been unable to prepare 
a full paper for the present volume. Nonethelessラ theyhave prep訂 eda brief 
summary of the MMC in the respective languages， and these summaries are 
included at the end of the present volume. 

As noted in Section 2， as of 1996， 1 concluded that Yukaghir did not 
have the NCC (i.e. a type of what was later labelled ‘MMC'). However， 
Fubito Endo' s subsequent research has uncoveredれTI10types ofMMC in this 
language. Alsoヲ asof 1996， 1 concluded that Turkish had the NCC. However， 
according to Shi~i Ido， Turkish does not really have the MMC. 

According to the survey mentioned above， the MMC is not found in the 
languages listed below - more than fo町Tlanguages. There are cases where 
it is difficult to decide whether a given construction is an instance of the 
MMC. At least the prototyope or something close to it does not seem to be 
found in these languages. The name of a language is followed by the name 
of the person who provided the information. 

I百upiaq(Tadataka Nagai); Coast Tsimshian (Fumiko Sasama); Mayan 
languages (Yishihq Yasugi); Hawaiian (Toru Shionoya); Ti町in，Neku 
(Midori Osumi); 'Oroe (Emiko Tsuji); Kove (Hiroko S剖0);Warrongo， 
Dj町民 Wanyjirra(Tasaku Tsunoda); Dom， Tok Pisinヲ Esperanto(Syuntaro 
Tida); Indonesianヲ Lamaholot (Naonori Nagaya); Amis (Kazuhiro 
Imanishi); Nanay， Udhie， Ulcha (Shinjiro Kazama); Turkish， Uzbek (Shi吋i
Ido); A var (Hisanari Yamada); Georgian， Armenian (Yasuhiro Kojima); 
Hmyo (Yoshihisa Taguchi); Meche (Kazuyuki Kiryu); Pwo Karen， Sgaw 
Karen (Atsuhiko Kato); Tidim Chin (Kosei Otsuka); Marathi (Prashant 
Pardeshi); Malto (Masato Kobayashi); Swahili， Matengo (Nobuko Yoneda); 
German， Dutch， French， Portuguese， Leggbo， Saramaccan (Heiko Na汀og);
and English (Timothy 1. Vance， John B. Whitman). 

(1 should note， however， that Toru Shionoya on Hawaiian (a V幽 initial
language; cf. Tagalog)， Yasuhiro Kojima on Georgian， Kosei Otsuka on 
Tidim Chin， and Nobuko Y oneda on Swahili report that it may be possible 
to say that something similar to the MMC exists in the language in 
question.) 

Keren Rice (p.c.) and Bjarke Frellesvig (p.c.) report th瓜 theMMC is not 
found in Slavey (a verb-finallanguage) and Danish， respectively. 

Most of the languages that have the MMC (or something close to its 
prototype) have the SOV order. The exceptions are Mandarin Chinese 
(SVO)， Tagalog and Kapampangan (both verb-i凶tial).

Among the languages that do not have the MMC， at least the following 
have the verb-initial order: Coast Tsimshian， many Mayan languages， 
Hawaiian， Tinrin， Neku， 'Oroe， Kove， and Amis. Furthermore， Thomas 
Payne (p心)， who has been extensively working on V -initial languages in 
North America and Africa (including Nilotic languages of the Nilo-Saharan 
language farnily)， stated that he had never seen an戸hinglike the MMC in 
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these 1anguages. This suggests that the MMC is very uncommon arnong 
V-initia1 1anguages. Taga10g and Kaparnpangan are exceptions; both have 
the MMC， a1though they are V -initia1 1anguages. (If Hawaiian tums out to 
havethe恥仏r1C，it will be another V -initia11anguage that has the MMC.) 

On the basis of the above， it seems safe to say that the MMC is 
uncommon cross1inguistically， that江isin the main confined to Asia， and 
由atit is generally found in SOV 1anguages. 

Furthermore， there are two groups of 1anguages in which the MMC is 
common: (i) 1anguages of East Asia: Irabu Rykyuan， Japanese， Ainu， 
Korean， Mandarin Chinese， and a1so Sive (originally from Manchuria)， and 
(ii) Tibeto-Burman 1anguages. We shall retum to this in 7.4. 

4. Deviations from the prototype of MMC 

The examp1es (2) to (4) are instances ofthe prototypica1 MMC， as seen in 
1.1. However， there町ea1so deviations企omthe prototype， as shown be10w. 
In the re1evant chapters in the present vo1ume， those instances which deviate 
from the prototype訂 eoften referred to as‘quasi-MMC' . 

4.1 'Noun' slot 

The prototype of the MMC has the ιNoun' slot; see (1). The ‘Noun' refers 
to an independent word (not a clitic) th瓜 isa noun. To sum up in advance， 
the ιNoun' slot may be occupied by the following. 

(a) An independent word: a noun - the prototype. 
(b) A clitic. 
( c) An affix. 
(d) Zero. 

A note on (c) is in order. In this context， by affixes I mean (i) those 
which derived from nouns， e.g. Japanese (Tsunoda， 7.7 to 7.10) and (ii) 
nomina1izing affixes， e.g. Koryak (Kurebito， 5.4). In many 1anguages， 
trans1ations of sentences 1ike (2) (‘p1an to')， (3) (‘be V-ing') and (4) (‘It 
appears/seems') invo1ve verba1 inf1ectiona1 suffixes. However， verba1 
inf1ectiona1 suffixes are not considered as instances of (c) - un1ess they are 
shown to have derived from nouns. Irabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， 5.4) does 
have a verba1 inf1ectiona1 suffix that derived from a noun. This forms the 
MMC. (This suffix is further discussed in 6ユ1・[3]be10w.) 

In the prototype of the MMC， i.e. (a)， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by an 
independent word: a noun (Section 1). Exarnp1es from Japanese are (2)ω 
(4). In contrast， (b)， (c) and (d) are not prototypical. Regarding (d)， it is 
usefu1 and indeed important to set up出ezero-type MMC for 01d and Ear1y 
Midd1e Japansee. See Miyachi (7.4). 

In the prototype， the‘Noun' slot is occupied by a noun. In the 
quasi-MMC in Mongo1ian (Umetani， 6.2) and in the quasi 
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(Ebata， 5.3)， this slot is occupied by a noun combined with the derivational 
suffix ‘having， with'. 

See Table 1， which shows very rough1y the number ofthe words (nouns)， 
clitics， and affixes that訂 eattested in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC 
(including the q伊uas討i
a妊伍lxesar悶ea凶11suffixes. (The so 町 ces of inforτ nation were listed in Section 
3.) 

Table 1. Number of nouns， clitics組 daffixes in the ‘Noun' slot 

(c) affix (b) clitic (a) word language 
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Sasaki (5.2) on the Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese focuses on those 
nouns which do not occur in the ‘Noun' slot in Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 
5.4) (to be precise， the so-ca11ed Standard Japanese). No doubt the number 
of words (and also the enclitics and suffixes) that can occupy the ‘Noun' 
slot in the Mitsukaido dialect is much larger than is shown in Table 1. 
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For Korean (Kim， 5.5)， no enclitics and suffixes紅 ereported. This is due 
to time constraints. There may 印刷a11ybe enclitics and suffixes that can 
occupy the ‘Noun' slot. The same may app1y to some other 1anguages. 

For Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.2) to Sakha (Ebata， Section 5) in Tab1e 1， 
scrutinizing search by the author has uncovered only a very small number of 
words (as against enclitics and suffixes) or no word at a11. It is un1ike1y for 
白rthersearch in these 1anguages to find many words in the ‘Noun' slot. 

ln the present vo1ume， the chapters on the individua1 1anguages are 
arranged in the fo11owing order. 

Modern Japanese， Mitsukaido dia1ect of Japanese， Old and Ear1y Midd1e 
Japanese， lrabu Ryukyuan， Korean， Amdo Tibetan， nDrapa， New飢
Burmese， Taga1og， Thai， Mongo1ian， Sakha， Kurux， Sidaama， Ko1yma 
Yukaghir， Hindi， Koryak， Ainu， Mandarin Chinese， and Sive. 

This order rough1y fo11ows that shown in Tab1e 1， except for the 
fo11owing changes. The chapter on lrabu Ryukyuan fo11ows the three 
chapters on Japanese， for lrabu Ryukyuan is genetica11y and a1so 
typo1ogica11y close to Japanese. Amdo Tibetan， nDrapa， Newar and 
Burmese町eTibeto-Burman 1anguages. They - in particu1ar， Amdo 
Tibetan， nDrapa and N ewar一間typ010gica11ysimi1ar. Therefore， they are 
grouped together. Sakha fo11ows Mongo1ian， for both have many nouns with 
the ‘having， with' suffix in the ‘N oun' s10t. As mentioned in Section 3ラ the
chapters on Ainu， Mandarin Chinese and Sive are not向11papers， but brief 
summaries， and consequent1y they are p1aced after the other chapters， which 
are full papers. 

W ords， clitics and affixes in the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC will be further 
discussed in 6.2. 

4.2 'Copula' 

The prototype ofthe MMC contains the ‘Copu1aヲ;see (1). 
There are 1anguages that 1ack a copu1a verb or the 1ikeラ e.g.Taga10g 

(Katagiri， Section 1) and Koryak (Kurebito， Section 1)， and the MMC in 
these 1anguages cannot contain the ‘Copu1a'. 

ln the MMC of 1anguages that have a copu1a， the ‘Copu1a' may be 
absent. Its absence appears to be optiona1 in some instances. However， it is 
not optiona1 in other instances. For examp1e， in Modern Japanese (Tsunoda， 
5.4.3-[10])， the nounyosi 'means， clue' can be used in the 'Noun' slot ofthe 
MMC， and this MMC indicates reported evidence (an evidentia1 meaning). 
ln this MMC， the ιCopu1a' is a1ways absent (in my idio1ect， at 1east). 
Consider: 

(27) [Hanako=ga gooklαku-si-ta] yosi/今osi=da
Hanako=NOM passing-do-PST clue/clue=COP.NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is a clue [such that she] passed [an examination].' 
FT:‘1 heard th剖 Hanakohad passed [an examination].' 

As another examp1e from Modern Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[4])， when the 
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noun mono吐ling'is used in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC， this MMC may 
indicate express strong emotion， wish， or hope - of the speaker -， and the 
‘Copula' is often absent. 

(28) [Uma-i sake=o nom-i-ta-i] 
nice-NPST rice.wine=ACC drink-LINK-DES1D-NPST 
mono(=da). 
thing(=COP.NPST) 
LT:‘[1] am a thing [such that 1] want to drink nice sake.' 
FT:‘[1] would love to drink nice sake.' 

4.3 Sentencehood 01 'Clause ' 

One of the properties of the prototype of the MMC is the following (Section 
1 ): 

(c) The ‘Clause' can be used as a sentence by itself. 

1n some of the languages， to be precise， in some of the instances of the 
MMC in a given language， the ιClause' has this property. For example， in 
the Modem Japanese examples (2) to (4)， the predicate ofthe‘Clause' is in 
the nonpast form， i.e. one of the finite forms， and the ‘Clause' can be used 
by itselfas a sentence. Compare (2) with (5); (3) with (6); and (4) with (7). 

1n other languages， to be precise， in other instances of the MMC in a 
given language， the ‘Clause' does not have thls prope抗y.For example， in 
Modem Japanese， na-adjectives (or adjectival nominal) have a distinct 
adnominal form. They have to be in the adnominal form when they occur as 
the predicate of the ‘Clause'. The adnominal form is a non-finite formラ and
consequently the ιClause' in question cannot occur on its own as a sentence 
(Tsunoda， 5.3.2.2). Compare: 

(29) [Hanako=wa genki=na] moyoo=da. 
Hanako=TOP healthy=ADN appearance=COP.NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is an appearance [such th瓜 she]is well. ' 
FT:‘It seems that Hanako appears is well.' 

(30) * Hanako=wa genki=na. 
Hanako=TOP healthy=ADN 
1ntended meaning:‘Hanako is well.' 

As another example， in Korean (Kim， 4.2.1.1， 5.1)， which has an 
elaborate set of adnominal forms， the predicate of the ‘Clause' has to be in 
an adnominal form. (In this respect， the predicate of the 'Clause' behaves 
like that of ACs.) The adnominal forms are non-finite， and the ‘Clause' 
cannot be used by itself as a sentence. 

As we noted above， there are instances of the MMC in which the 
predicate can occur in a finite form and the‘Clause' can be used by itself as 
a sentence. However， probably in all the languages examined in the present 
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volume， the ‘Clause' has a lower degree of sentencehood than independent 
sentences - even where the predicate of the ‘Clause' can occur in a finite 
form. In particular， the illocutionary possibilities of the‘Clause'訂 elimited. 
For exampl~， in Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.3ユ2-[1])and Amdo Tibetan 
(Ebih訂 a，6ユ2)，the predicate cannot occur in the imperative form. Compare 
(31) with (2) (both， Modem Japanse). As another example， in Modem 
Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.3ユ3-[2])ラAmdoTibetan (Ebihara， 5.4.1， 6.2.9)ラand
nDrapa (Shirai， 5.4.2)， among others， sentence-final particles (e.g. a 
question particle) cannot occur in the‘Clause'. Compare (32) with (2) (both， 
Modem Japanse). 

(31) 申[Hanako=waNagoya=ni 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC 
yotee=da. 
plan=COP.NPST 
(Untranslatable) 

(32) *[Hanako=wa Nagoya=ni 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC 
yotee=da. 
plan=COP.NPST 
(Untranslatable) 
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We have seen some instances of the deviation from the prototype of the 
MMC. We shall now look at other aspects ofthe MMC. 

5. Other prope吋iesofMMC 

5.1 Predicate 01 'Clause ' 

As alluded to in 4.3， the morphological possibilities of the predicate of the 
‘Clause' are limited， in comparison with that ofindependent sentences. 

For example， in Korean (Kim， 5.3)， the predicate of the ‘Clause' has to 
occur m佃 adnominalforms. It cannot occur in any other non-finite form or 
in any finite form. 

Even in the cases where the predicate can occur in a finite form， its 
morphological possibilities are limited. For example， as noted in 4.3， it 
cannot occ町 inthe imperative form in Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.3ユ2・[4・2])，
Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 6ユ2)，and nDrapa (Shirai， 5.2.3)， among others. 

5.2 'Noun' 

5.2.1 Morphology: affixation to 'Noun' 
This issue has not been investigated for all the languages reported in the 
present volume， but there町 einstances in which a noun in the 'Noun' slot is 
combined with an affix. (In this respect， the noun concemed has the status 
of a noun.) For example， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.5) has at least two 
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derivational prefixes that can be added to由ピNoun'of the MMC， e.g. go-
'polite'， e.g. (33)， and 0-‘polite' . 

(33) [Tanaka-sensee=wa Nagoya=ni 
Tanaka-professor=TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC 
irassyar-u] go-yotee =da. 
go.SUBJ.RESP-NPST POL-plan=COP.NPST 
LT:‘Professor Tanaka is a plan (polite) [such th瓜 he]goes/will 

go (subject respect) to Nagoya.' 
FT:‘Professor Tanaka plans to go to Nagoya.' 

01d and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， 7.5.3-[1]) has at least two prefixes 
and one suffix血atcan be added to the 寸、相

5.2.2 Synt似 :modification 01 'Noun' 
This issue has not been investigated for all the languages reported in the 
present volume， and it has proved difficult to find instances in which a noun 
in the‘Noun' slot is modified by some other word. This modification is 
probably impossible in Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.6.4). However， Kiryu 
(5.2.6) has found three examples ofthis modification in Newar. The ‘Noun' 
is modified by an adjective in two examples， e.g. (34)， and by a pronoun in 
the genitive case in the third example. (34)， cited from Kiryu， has been 
modified and simplified for the pu叩oseof exposition. 

(34) Ui na: dザa: taka ju-i du]=gu 
1 SG.ABS too member upto become-INF get.to=NMLZ 
ta:dha:=gu bhagya kha:. 
big=NMLZ luck COP.NFND 
LT:‘1 am big luck [such that 1] got to become a member [of this 

group].' 
FT:‘Very luckily 1 got to become a member [of this group].' 

Miyachi (7.5.3-[2] gives one example of this modification in Old and Early 
Middle Japanese. 

5.3 Subject 01 ‘Clα~use ' 

5.3.1 Absence 01 the subject 
In languages such as Japanese， words in sentences are often elliptical， 
provided that their referents are recoverable. Furthermore， in the case of the 
MMC， there are instances in which the subject of the ‘Clause' has to be 
absent or is generally absent. For example， in Modem Japanese (5.4.3・[4])，
the MMC may contain the noun mono 'thing' and express strong emotion， 
wish， hope or the like， e.g. (28). The emotion or the like is always th瓜 ofthe
speaker. The subject (referring to the speaker) has to be absent. Th剖 is，(28) 
cannot contain the subject. 
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5.3.2 Case of the subject 
Generally， the subject of the ‘Clause' has the same case as th剖 of
independent sentences. Consider the Japanese examples: (4) (MMC) and (7) 
(an independent sentence)， where the subject is consistently marked by the 
nominative case. There are， however， a small number of exceptions. All of 
them訂 eshown below. For sentential examples， see the relevant chapters. 

[1] Newar 
In Newar (Kiryu， 5ユ4)，the transitive subject ('A') is generally in the 
ergative case and the intransitive subject (唱す inthe absolutive case. 
Howeverヲ inone of the two types of the MMC， in which the ιN oun' slot is 
occupied by a noun， both the A and the S generally occur in the genitive 
case when the subject is expressed by a plural noun and the sentence 
describes a generic situation. (ln the other type of the Newar MMC， i加n 

which the 
the ergative case and the absolu坑剖tivecase， as in independent sentenecs.) 

[2] Hindi 
In Hindi (Imamura， Section 3， 5.1.3-(c))， the A occurs in the ergative case in 
the perfective and in the direct (i.e. absolutive) case in the imperfective. The 
S is in the direct case consistently. In the MMC， in which the predicate is in 
an infinitive form (i.e. a non-finite form)， the A is in the direct case， like the 
S. 

[3] Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese 
In this dialect (Sasaki， 5.3.3)， three cases are observed for the subject in 
independent sentences: the nominative， the locative and the experiencer 
cases. In the variety of the MMC that meansιIt looks/appears/seems'， the 
erstwhile nominative subject occurs in the experiencer case (in the nonpast 
tense only) or in the nominative case (in the past tense， the nonpast tense， 
血eprogressive aspect， etcふTheerstwhile locative subject occurs in the 
experiencer case (again in the nonpast tense only) or in the locative case (at 
least in the past and the nonpast). 

5.3.3 Person ofthe subject 
There are certain tendencies regarding the person of the su防ectof the 
‘Clause'. For example， when the MMC expresses strong emotion， wish or 
hope， the subject appears to be always the first person， e.g. (28) (Modern 
Japanese) (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[4]， 5.6.3.1-(a)). When the MMC describes 
advice， instruction or the like， the subject is often the second person， e.g. 
Modern Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[9]， 5.6.3.ト(b)).When the MMC has the 
evidential meaning of reported evidence， the subject appearsωbe always 
the third person， e.g. (27) (Modern Japanese) (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[10]). 

When the MMC has an evidential meaning of inference or co吋ecture，
the subject is generally the third person， e.g. (4) (Modern Japanese) 
(Tsunoda， 5.4.2-[4])， (47) (Tagalog) (Katagiri， 5.2.2)， (52) (Old and Early 
Middle Japanese) (Miyachiラ 7.1-[3])，and (54) (Modern Japanese). It has to 
be the third person (and cannot be the first person or the second person) in 
the MMC in Sidaama (Kawachi， 5.1). In contrast， in the MMC of the 
Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Sasaki， 5.3.5)， the subject is often the first 
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person， although it may also be the second person or the third person. 

5.4 Syntactic structure 01 MMC 

We shall consider the following two questions， which are closely related. 

(a) Does the MMC contain an AC? 
(b) Is the MMC bi-clausal or mono-clausal? 

In most (though not all) instances of the MMC， the predicate of the 
‘Clause' of the MMC behaves like that of ACs. For example， in Korean 
(Kim， 5.1)， the predicate of the ‘Clause' has to be in an adnominal form， 
like that of ACs. In Modern Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.3ユ2)，na-adjectives (or 
so-called adjectival nouns) have a distinct adnominal form. When used as 
the predicate of theιClause'， they cannot occur in the nonpast form and they 
have to be in the adnominalおrm，e.g. (29)， like that of ACs. In Newar 
(Kiryu， 5.2.2-[2])ヲ thepredic国eof the ‘Clause' has to be followed by a 
nominalizer enclitic， like that of ACs. In such instances of the MMC， it may 
look as if the MMC contains an AC. This concerns the morphology of the 
predicate of the ‘Clause'. Virtually all the previous studies of what 1 have 
labeled the ~仏t1C in Modern Japanese regard it as involving an AC 
(Tsunoda， 6.4). 

However， syntactically is it justified to say that the MMC contains an 
AC? It has not been possible to investigate this issue in all the individual 
chapters in the present volume. At least， a tentative summary is offered. 

Previous studies have produced at least five analyses. 
[1] Nominalization analysis 

As noted in Section 2， to the best of my knowledge， it is Matisoff (1972) 
who first stated that what 1 later labeled the MMC is uncommon. He 
examined one type ofthe MMC found in Lahu， Jinghpaw， Burmeseヲ Tibetan
(all Tibeto-Burman languages)， Chinese， and Japanese， and st瓜esthat this 
construction is ‘a phenomenon that is quite alien from the point of view of 
standard average European languages but su中risingly widespread 
elsewhere' (p. 246). 

In all the instances Matisoff examines， the ‘Noun' slot of what 1 call the 
MMC is occupied by what he terms ‘nominalizer' (and these nominalizers 
are said to be particles). In his view， this construction involves 
nominalization， and consists of a clause and a nominalizer. Specifically，ιIt 
is standing on its own， and is not a constituent of any sentence higher than 
the one to which it belongs itself、(p.247). He (p. 247) suggests that literally 
these sentences mean， for example，‘It is the case that he will corne' or‘It is 
a he-will田 comecase'. 

The Japanese examples that Matisoff (pp. 254-255) gives involve =no. 
(In my view， it is an enclitic. It may be considered a nominalizer， a 
complementizer， a non-content noun or the genitive case marker.) As noted 
in Tsunoda (5.4.4)， sentences with =no have various meanings/functions， 
such as explanation， reason， cause， summary， conclusion， and realization. 
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An example from Modern Japanese， cited from Tsunoda (5.4.4)， is (35・b).

(35) a. Gakusee=ga issyokenmee benkyoo-si-te 
student=NOM very.hard study-do・GER
'The studentsぽestudying very hard. ' 

b. [Si舵n=g，α ar-u]=no=da. 
examination=NOM be-NPST=no=COP.NPST 
ιThis is because there will be an examination. ' 

l-ru. 
be-NPST 

According to Matisoffs view， the structure of (35・b)can be shown as 
follows. (See M剖isoff(1972: 247).) 

(36) Siken=ga ar-u =no =da. 

clause NMLZ COP 

NP COP 

Th剖 is，in Matisoffちsview， (3与b)in effect consists of an NP and the 
copula. 

Matisoff stated that what 1 later labelled the MMC is uncommon on the 
grounds that the entire sentence is a nominalized clause. In 1.2 above， 1 
stated that the MMC has unusual characteristics on the grounds that 
syntactically it is a combination of two different structures and semantically 
it makes no sense when literally interpreted. That is， both Matisoff and 1 
realized that there is something unusual with what 1 have termed the MMC， 
but we were focusing on different aspects of the same construction. 

(In passing 1 note the following. In the Burmese examples， Matisoff 
(1972: 250， 256) uses the particle tl} for the nominalizer. Howeverラ Atsuhiko
Kato (p.c.) points out th剖 te(=t，εin his no胞tion)does not function as a 
nominalizer and that instead =ta can be used as a nominalizer. In passing， 
=ta can be used in one type ofthe MMC in Burmese (Atsuhiko Kato， 5.4).) 

For Japanese specifically， previous studies have presented the analyses 
shown below. We shall use the following sentence for an example. 

(37) [Asita Hanako=ga hon=o ka-u] 
tomo汀ow Hanako=NOM hon=ACC buy-NPST 
yotee=da. 
plan=COP.NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is a plan [such th国 she]buys/will buy a book 

tomorrow.' 
FT:ιHanako plans to buy a book tomorrow.' 

[2] Adnominal clause analysis 
According to studies such as Taro Takahashi (1960)， Okutsu (1974)， and 
五ramura(1992)， what 1 have termed the MMC contains a~ adnominal 
clause ('AC'). For example， in their view， (37) will be analyzed as follows. 
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(38) Adnominal clause analysis: 
Asit，αHαnα!ko=glα hon=o kα-u yotee =da. 

adnominal clause head noun COP 

NP COP 

[3] Complementation analysis 
Nakau (1973) regards what 1 have labeled the MMC as a cons仕uctionth剖
involves complementation. In his view， (37) will be analyzed as follows. 

(39) Complementation analysis: 
AsitαHαnα:ko=g，αhon=o kα-u yotee =dα. 

complement head noun COP 

NP COP 

According to the three analyses shown above， what 1 have termed the 
MMC consists of an NP and the copula. Note that the NP is a heavy NP， 
consisting of a clause and a noun. The MMC will be considered bi-clausal， 
and not mono-clausal， since the NP contains a clause (an AC). 

[4] Compound predicate analysis 
Regarding certain instances of what 1 have labeled the MMC， Taro 
Takahashi (1979: 157) states in effect th剖 thepredicate of theιClause' and 
the following 
compound p戸re叫d副lC叫a瓜te吋).1 propose to include theιCopula' in the predicate. 
According to this modified view， (37) will be analyzed as follows. 

(40) Asita Hqnako=gu hon=o ka-u yotee=da. 

adjunct subject object predicate 

According to this view， (37) is mono-clausal， and not bi-clausal. It does not 
contain any clause. 

E5] Bridge construction analysis 
This analysis is in effect a combination of [3] Complementation analysis 
and [4] Compound predicate analysis. Yasuhiko Kato (1994: 110) examines 
a number of sentence types， including two instances of what 1 call the MMC， 
and refers to them as the‘bridge construction'. He states that this 
construction has the following characteristics. 

(a) Complement selection: the bridge nominals select a complement 
structure m overt syntax. 

(b) Bridge nominals as predicates: ...， the nominal may constitute a 
complex predicate with a司jacentverbal elements. 
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In this view， the ‘Clause' ofthe MMC appe紅 sto be a complement and the 
predicate of theιClause' seems to form a complex predicate jointly with the 
‘Noun' ofthe MMC. Then， (37) will be analyzed as follows. 

(41) Asita Hanako=ga hon=o ka-u yotee=dα. 

predicate 

complement 

According to this analysisラ theMMC is bi-clausal， since it contains a clause 
(i.e. the complement clause). 

We have seen five syntactic analyses ofthe MMC of Modem Japanese. 
Now， which analysis will be suitable for the MMC in the languages 
investigated in血epresent volume? 

As noted above， in most (though not all) instances of the MMC， 
morphologically the predicate of the‘Clause' ofthe MMC behaves like that 
of ACs. In such instances， it may look as if the MMC contains an AC， as 
shown in (38)， and as if the MMC is bi-clausal. However， an investigation 
of the syntactic behaviour of the AC and the entire MMC does not always 
support this view. The languages under investigation can be classified into 
four groups. For the examination of the syntactic behaviour， the criteria 
employed included the following: clefting， relativization， negation， topic 
marker， and case marking of the subject. For some of the languages， only 
one or two creiteria were examined， while for some others， more than five 
were considered. 

Group 1. For some of the languages， syntactic evidence indicates that 
the ‘Clause' does not behave like ACs， and that the entire MMC is 
mono幽 clausal，and not bi -clausal. 

For example， in Korean (Kim， 5.3， Section 6)， the predicate of 'the 
‘Clause' has to be in an adnominal form (and it looks as if the MMC 
contained an AC). However， syntactically， the ‘Clause' behaves differently 
from ACs， and the entire MMC behaves like independent sentences. That is， 
syntactically the MMC does not contain an AC， and it is mono幽 clausal.

As another example， in Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.3.2.1-[2]， 6.3)， a 
certain type ofpredicate (a na-adjective) has to occur in the adnominal form. 
However， syntactically .the conclusion stated for Korean applies to all the 
types of the MMC in Modem Japanese， including the MMC that involves a 
na-adjective. 

A vailable syntactic evidence indicates that roughly the same or a similar 
conclusion applies to the following languages: Irabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， 
5.6)， the Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Sasaki， 5.2.2.3， 5.3.6)， Old and 
Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， 7.5.8)， Koryak (Kurebito， 5.5)， Mongolian 
(Umetani， 5.3)， Newar (Kiryu， Section 8)， Burmese (Atsuhiko Kato， Section 
6)， and Hindi (Imamura， 6.2). 

In these languages， syntactically the MMC is (or probably is) 
mono-clausal. And for their syntactic analysis， only [4] Compound preはicate
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ana1ysis is suitab1e. The other ana1yses are not suitab1e， for they present a 
bi-clausa1 structure. 

For the Hiildi MMC， Imamura (6.2) gives syntactic evidence 
(conceming negation) th瓜 ithas a compound predicate. This in tum shows 
that the Hindi MMC is mono-clausal. Imamura argues that this compound 
predicate was created by reana1ysis. 

Group 2. In Ko1yma Yukaghir (Endo， Section 6)ラ inthe同/0types of the 
MMC， not only reg紅 dingthe predicate morpho1ogy but a1so syntactically， 
the ‘C1ause' is more simi1ar to ACs than to independent sentences. That is， 
the MMC in Ko1yma Yukaghir will be considered bi-clausal. Probab1y [2] 
Adnomina1 clause ana1ysis is suitab1e for it. 

Group 3. For the 1anguages 1isted be1ow， syntactic evidence is not 
decisive， and the ‘C1ause' of the MMC is more simi1ar to neither ACs nor 
independent sentences: Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 6.3)， nDrapa (Shirai， 5.4.3， 
5.4.5)， and Kurux (Kobayashi， Section 6). It is not known whether the MMC 
is mono-clausa1 or bi-clausal. It is not known which ana1ysis is suitab1e for 
them. 

Group 4. No re1evant information is avai1ab1e for the following 
1anguages: Taga10g (Katagiri)， Sakha (Ebata)， Thai (Kiyoko Takahashi)， and 
Sidaama (Kawachi). It may be th瓜 thisissue is not app1icable (or not 
significant) to the MMC in these 1anguages. 

We have examined whether the MMC in a given language contains an 
AC or not. In this connection， 1 shou1d mention th剖 Koryak(Kurebito， 5.5) 
provides fascinating data. Koryak has a nomina1izing suffix that Kurebito 
presents with '-JQ'. The verbs to which -JQ is added ('JQ回 words')can be 
used in: 

(a) complement clauses (use as the S or the 0， but not the A)， 
(b) ACs， and; 
(c) the MMC (to be precise quasi 

Furthermore， from (司 to(c)， the JQ-words exhibit a decreasing degree of 
noun-ness， and converse1y an increasing degree of verb-ness. (lt is not 
known whether the suffix -JQ derived from a noun. Nor is it known whether 
the direction of change is from (a) to (c) or the opposite.) 

5.5下{oun'and the meanings/functions 01 MMC 

5.5.1 lntroductory notes 
We saw in 4.1 that the '~、~oun' slot may be occupied by (a) an independent 
word: a noun (in the prototype of the MMC)， (b) a clitic， (c) an affix， or (d) 
exceptionally zero (in Old and Ear1y Midd1e Japanese) (Miyachi， 7，4). 

More than 100 nouns (independent words)紅 eattested in the 市~oun' slot 
of the MMC in Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.1)， and more than 70 
(independent words) in that in Korean (Kim， 5.5). In contrast， their number 
is much smaller in other languages. See Tab1e 1. As can be seen， the number 
of the forms that are attested in the ‘Noun' slot ranges from more than 100 
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in Japanese to one in Hindi (Imamura， 5.1) and Koryak (Kurebito， 5.4). 

5.5.2 Meω1Ings and functions of MMC 
First consider the Japanese examples (2) to (4). (2) means‘X plans to do'， 
i.e. it has a modal meaning. (3) means‘X is doing'， i.e. it has an aspectual 
meaning. (5) means It appears/seems ...'， i.e. it has an evidential meaning. 
A wide r組 geof meanings/抗mctions訂 ereported in the present volume. 
They紅 edifficult to classifシneatly，but very roughly they can be classified 
as follows. 

[1] Modal 
[2] Evidential 
[3] Aspectual 
[4] Temporal 
[5] Stylistic 
[6] Discourse-related 
[7] Other 

We shalllook at the meanings/白nctionsin each of the seven groups. Modal， 
evidential and aspectual meanings/白nctionsare frequently observed， but 
discourse田 relatedmeanings/functions are much less frequent. Temporal and 
stylistic meanings/白nctionsare the least frequent. It is intriguing that 
aspectual meanings/白nctionsare fairly common， while on the other hand 
temporal ones are uncommon， although， broadly speaking， both tense and 
aspect are concemed with the relationship between a situation and time. 

[1] Modal 
A wide range of modal meanings/白nctionsare attested. Very roughly they 
can be classified as follows. For specific details， see the chapter on the 
language concemed - except that there is no chapter on Central Tibeten. 
The' information on it was provided by lzumi Hoshi (pι). 

(a)‘Intend to do' ，‘plan to do'，‘have decided to do'，‘want to': 
Ainu (Bugaeva)， Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 7.2)， Korean (Kim， 5.5.2-[1]， 5.6)， 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2・[1]，7.12)， nDrapa (Shirai， 5ユ5)，Sakha 
(Ebata， 5.5)， Tagalog (Katagiri， 5.4)， e.g. (2)， (28)， (33) (all Modem 
Japanese). 

(b)‘Be expected to do'， 'be scheduled to'， 'be supposed to'，‘be 
forecasted to do': 
Irabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， Table 2)， Korean (Kim， 5.5.2-[2])， Kurux 
(Kobayashi， 5.5)， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2・[2]，7.12)， nDrapa 
(Shirai，5ユ5).

(c)‘Be destined to do'，‘be bound to': 
Amdo Tibetan (7.2)， Korean (Kim， 5.5.2-[4])， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 
5.4.2・[8])，Newar (Kiryu， 5ユ1，Section 7)， Old and Early Middle Japanese 
(Miyachi， Table 3)， Tagalog (Katagiri， 5.4). 

(d) Obligation， duty， role， instruction， advice: 
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Ainu (Bugaeva)， Burmese (Atsuhiko Kato， Table 10)， Irabu Ryukyuan 
(Shimoji， Table 2)， Korean (Kim， 5.5.2-[8]， 5.6)， Koryak (Kurebito， 5.4・(g))，
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2・[8]，7.12)， Old and Early Middle Japanese 
(Miyachi， Table 3)， Sakha (Eb瓜a，5.5).

(e) The right to do something: 
Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Sasaki， Table 5). 

(f) 'Need to do'，‘should' (deontic): 
Ainu (Bugaea)， Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.2・[F・3]).

(g) Ability， talent: 
Old and Early Middle Japanese (MiyachiヲTable3)， Sakha (Eb剖a，5.5).

(h) Strong emotion 
(h・1)Blame， displeasure， su中nse:

Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， 7.ト[1]-(b))，Korean (Kim， Table 
4). 

(h・2)Wish， hope: 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[4]). 

(h-3) Strong assertion: 
Ainu (Bugaeva)， Kolyma Yukaghir (Endo， 5.2.2)， Newar (Kiryu， 5.3.7.1)， 
Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， 7.1・[1]-(b))，Sive (Kubo and 
Kogura). 

(i)‘X feels也前'.

Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.3・[E-l])ヲ Korean(Kim， 5.5.2・[3])ラ Modem
Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2・[3]).

。)‘Xconsiders oneself . . .' (evalu剖ion):
Central Tibetan (lzumi Hoshi， p.c.)， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 7.12)， e.g. 
(11). 

(k) Guess， conjecture， uncertain conclusion， subjective assumption 
(epistemic modal f1avour): 
Irabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， Table 2)， Korean (Kim， Tables 3， 4)， Old and 
Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 4)， Thai (Kiyoko Takahashi， 5.7). 

(1)‘Luckily X does': 
Newar (Kiryu， 5.2.1)， e.g. (33). 

(m) Undesirable situation 
(m圃 1)‘Idid not want X to happen': 

Korean (Kim， Table 3). 
(m-2) 'X does not want to do， but has to do': 

Korean (Kim， 5.5.3・[4]).
(m-3)‘The situation is unpleasant， but it is out of control' : 

Korean (5.5.4-[3]). 
(m-4)‘Something undesirable may happen': 

Korean (Kim， 5.5.2・[4]，5.5.4・[3])，Sakha (Ebata， 5.4.3). 
(n) Tag question: 

Irabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， Table 2). 
(0)‘N ot ordinary' : 

Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Sasaki， Table 5). 
(P) Purpose: 

Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 3). 
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Note th剖 themodal meanings listed above include deontic modality， e.g. (d) 
and (e)， and epistemic modality， e.g. (k). 

[2] Evidential 
Again， a wide range of evidential meanings/白nctionsare attested. Very 
roughly they can be classified as follows. 

(吋 Visualor direct evidence: 
Ainu (Bugaeva)， (Shim吋i，Table 2)， Kurux (Kobayashi， 5.4.1)， Mandarin 
Chinese (Ono)， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2-[4])， nDrapa (Shirai， 
5.2.5)， Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Tables 3， 4)， Tagalog 
(Katagiri， 5.4)， e.g. (29) (Modem Japanese). 

(b) Counterfactual (ιIt appears/looks， but actually not'): 
Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.2-[F-l])ヲ Burmese(Atsuhiko Kato， 5.3)， Kurux 
(Kobayashi，5.4.1). 

(c) Reported evidence: 
Ainu (Bugaeva)， Amdo Tibetan (5.3-[E-2])， Central Tibetan (Izurni Hoshi， 
P心)， Modem Japanese (Tsunodaラ 5.4.3-[10]，7.8-[2]， 7.10-[2])， e.g. (27) 
(Modem Japanese). 

(d) Inference or co吋ec加re(based on some evidence): 
Ainu (Bugaeva)， Amdo Tibetan (5.3-[E-2])， Irabu Ryu防uan(Shim吋1，
Table 2)， Korean (Kim， Table 3)， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 7.8・[3]，
7.9-[3]， 7.10-[2]， -[3])， Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Sasaki， Table 5)， 
Sakha (Ebata， 5.5)， Sidaama (Kawachi， 5.2.1)， Sive (Kubo and Kogura)， 
Tagalog (Katagiri， 5.4)， e.g. (4) (Modem Japanese). 

(e) Probably ‘inference' : 
Burmese (Kato， 5.2). 

({) Non-visual evidence: 
Ainu (Bugaeva). 

({) 'X gives the impression that ...': 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2・[5])，Old and Early Middle Japanese 
(Miyachi， Table 3). 

(g)官esuspected to have done': 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2-[12])， Korean (Kim， 5.5.2-[12]). 

[3] Aspectual 
Very roughly aspectual meanings/伽 lctionscan be classified as follows. 

(a)‘Have finished doing'， 'havejust done': 
Burmese (K剖0，5.5)， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[8]). 

(b)‘Have started doing， but have not finished' : 
Burmese (Kato， 5.5). 

(c) Experiential: 
Sakha (5.4.6). 

(d) Progressive，‘in the middle of doing' : 
Ainu (Bugaeva)， Burmese (Kato， 5.5)， Korean (Kim， Tables 3， 4)， Modem 
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Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2-[10]， 5.4.3-[8])， e.g. (3) (Modern Japanese). 
(e)ιBe becorning rnore and rnore ...': 

Korean (Kirn， 5.5.2・[6])ラ ModernJapanese (Tsunodaラ 5.4.3-[7]，7.12). 
(ηιBe about to': 

Burrnese (Kato， 5.2， 5.4)ヲ ModemJapanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.3・[8])，Old and 
Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 3)， Sidaarna (Kawachi， 5.3). 

(g)官eready to do (the preparation has been done)': 
nDrapa (Shirai， 5.2.5). 

(h)‘Be kept in a certain st剖孔‘bein such and such a state/situation': 
Korean (Kirn， 5.5.2-[4])， Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 
3). 

(i) Habit (i.e. habitual)， tendency ('tend to')， practice， custorn， nature， 
persona1ity， propensity， attitude: 
Arndo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.2・[F・2]，ー[F-3])，Burmese (K国0，5.5)， Korean 
(Kirn， Table 3)， Mandarin Chinese (Ono)， Modern Japanese (Tsunoda， 
5.4.2・[6]，ー[7]，7.7)， Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Sasaki， Table 5)， Old 
and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 3)， Sakha (Ebata， 5.4.7)ラ

Tagalog (Katagiri， 5.4)， e.g. (9) (Modern Japanese). 
。)‘Haveaprope均rIphysiquel struc印reto do': 

Korean (Kirn， 5.5.2・[9])，Kurux (Kobayashi， 5.5)， Modern Japanese 
(Tsunoda， 5.4.2-[10]). 

(k)‘Have such and such a relationship': 
Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 3). 

[4] Ternporal 

(a) Past: 
Kolyma Yukaghir (Endo， 5ユ2，5.3).

(b) Fu加re:
Arndo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.2・[F・4])，Irabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， Table 2). 

(c)ιIt is tirne for X to do': 
Korean (Kirn， 5.5ユ[11])，Modern Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2-[11])， 
Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Sasaki 5.2.2.2)， Old and Early Middle 
Japanese (Miyachi， 7.1-[5])， e.g. (41) (Modern Japanese). 

(d)‘This is the season of the year to do ...': 
Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 3). 

(e) Universal truth， cornrnon knowledge: Korean (Kirnラ Table3). 

(42) [Wat，αsi=wa moo gakkoo=e ik-u] 
ISG=TOP already school=ALL go-NPST 
zik，αn=dα. 
tirne=COP 
LT:ι守I創nalready a tirne [such t由h瓜 I円]go to school. ' 
FT:‘It is already time for rne to go to school.' 

[5] Stylistic 
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(a) Formal: 
Korean (Kim， Table 4)， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[4]， -[5]， -[8])， e.g. 
(43) (Modem Japanese). 

(b) Humble: 
Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.3-[E-2]). 

(43) [Wareware=wa kokoro=karα owαbi-su-ru] 
lPL=TOP heart=ABL apology四 do-NPST
sidai=des-u. 
circumstance=COP.POL-NPST 
LT:‘We are the circumstance [such that we] apologize from the 

bottom of [ our] heart.' 
FT: 'We apologize sincerely.' 

In Modem Japanese， the noun sidai can be used outside the MMC， with the 
meanmg ιcircumstance， procedure， program， process'ヲetc.When used in the 
恥仏1C，it has a stylistic effect: it makes the sentence sound formal， as in 
(43). 

[6] Discourse-related 
It is very difficult to generalize about the proposed analyses. They are 
tentatively grouped as follows. 

(a) Explanation， reason， cause， grounds for judgement: 
Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.3圃 [E-3])，Burmese (K剖0，5.4)， Irabu Ryukyuan 
(Shimoji， Table 2)， Korean (Kim， Table 4)ラ Kurux(Kobayashi， 5.5)ラ

Mandarin Chinese (Ono)， Newar (Kiηu， 5.3.7.2-[1])， Modem Japanese 
(Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[3]， 5.4.4)， Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 
3)， e.g. (35-b) (Modem Japanese). 

(b) Summary， conclusion: 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.4)， Mongolian (Umetani， Table 5). 

(c) Realization， e.g. '1 see!'， 'No wonder (or It is natural th剖). 
Korean (Kim， Table 4)， Modem Japanese (5.4.3-[2]， -[3])， e.g. (44) (Modem 
Japanese). 

(d) Presupposed fact or presupposition: 
Sive (Norikazu Kogura， p.c.)， Newar (Kiryu， 5.3.7.2-[2]， Section 7). 

(44) (‘1 did not know th剖 Hanakowill have an examination 
tomoηow.') 
[Doori=de Hanako=wα issyokenmee benkyoo-si-te 
no.wonder Hanako=TOP very.hard study-do-GER 
i-ru] hazu=da. 
be-NPST r問ea叫li包za瓜tiぬon=COP
‘No wonder (いor巳， It is natural t出h剖)Hanako is studying ve巧ηrhard.' 

Etymologically the noun hazu means‘arrowhead' (see 6.5・[2]).It may be 
used outside the MMC， with the meaning ‘expectationラ or‘schedule，
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realization'. When it is used in the MMC， the sentence may expresss 
realization， as in (44). 
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(a) Degree (e.g.‘hardly， scarcely')， extent， limit: 
Burmese (Kato， 5.3， 5.4) 

(b)‘People訂 eaffected' (passive-like): 
Thai (Kiyoko Takahashi， Section 8). 

Now， consider (2). The ‘Noun' means‘plan'， and therefore the meaning 
ofthe MMC 'Hanako plans to go to Nagoya' may be said to be predictable. 
In (42)， the ‘Noun' means 'time'， and again the meaning of the MMC 'It is 
already time for me to go to school' may be said to be predictable. The same 
applies to (4)， where the '1、~oun' means‘appearance' and the MMC means 
'It appears to be raining outside'. A1;ld also to (9)， where血e‘Noun'me組 S

'nature' and the MMC means‘Hanako has a cheer白1nature'. That is， there 
are many instances in which the meaning of the MMC is predictable - to 
varying degrees， though一一 onthe basis of the meaning of the‘Noun'. 

However， there also are many instances in which the meaning of the 
MMC is unpredictable (or at least extremely difficult to predict). For 
example， in (11)， the ‘Noun' means‘intention' and the MMC means 
ιHanako considers herself a genious'. One would expect this MMC to mean 
ιHanako intends/wants to be a genius'. The meaning of this MMC is 
unpredictable (or at least extremely difficult to predict). The same applies to 
(43)， in which the ‘Noun' means‘circumstance' and the MMC has a 
sty listic effect: formal. 

The above shows that，出 termsof meaning， some of the nouns in the 
‘Noun' slot of the MMC have undergone grammaticalization. We have 
mainly looked at Modem Japanese examples， but the s出neapplies to many 
nouns in the ‘Noun' slot of many (or all the?) languages concemed. We 
shall examine the grammaticalization of nouns in the ‘Noun' slot in Section 
6. 

5.53 Semantic types ofthe‘Noun' 
Two types of nouns are recurrent in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC: those 
which may be called generic nouns (5.5.3.1) and evidential nouns (5.5.3.2). 
Also， it is convenient to mention the frequent use of loan words in the 
‘Noun' slot (5.5.3.3) and the use of nominalizers for discourse-related 
functions (5.5.3.4). 

5.5.3.1 Generic nouns. Nouns that have a generic， rather than a specific 
me田lIng，are often found in the ιNoun' slot. They include nouns for 'thing'， 
‘fact' ，‘place' ，加d‘time'.See Table 2. (Tables 2 and 3 contain enclitics， 
preceded by an equal symbol. Sometimes there町 enouns that are best 
regarded as clitics rather than as words.) 
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Table 2. Generic nouns 
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meaning ofMMC 

Irabu Ryukyuan ku ‘fact' (a) deontic:‘should'， 

be supposed to' 

(b) anticipated future 

causal:‘because' 

(a) tag question 

(b) epistemic or evidential: 

‘1 think'，‘lt seems' (visual/ 

auditory evidence' 

munu 

=su(u) 

‘thing' 

‘person， thing' 

Old and Early mono ‘thing， person' (a)‘be bound to' 

Middle Japanese (b) obligation， suggestion 

(c) tendency 

koto ‘thing' (a) tendency 

(b) s甘ongemotion 

reu 'matter， material， (a) pu中ose

means， tool' (b) grounds for judgement 

tokoro ‘place' ‘be about to' 

koro ‘time' ‘lt is time to do' 

mz ‘body' ‘be in such ad such a state' 

kokoro ‘heart， mind' ‘X feels that ...' 

Modern Japanese n官ono ‘thing' (a) obligation， advice 

(b) explanation 

(c) past habitual， e.g. (45) 

(d) su叩rise，wish， hope 

(e) stylistic: formal 

(a) progressive， e.g. (3) 

(b) formal 

advice， instruction， obligation， 

e.g. (46) 

temporal:‘lt is time to do'， 

e.g. (42) 

tokoro ‘place' 

koto ‘fact' 

zikan ιtime' 
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ιtime' temporal:ιlt is time to do' 

Ainu pe/p ‘thing' assertive， pragmatic imperative 

ruwe ‘the trace of infi巴rence

hawe ιthe voice of reported evidence 

szrz ‘the sight of visual evidence 

humi ‘the sound of non-visual evidence 

kusu ‘the reason/intention ‘intend to' 
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of 

usi(ke) ‘the place of progresslve 

hi ‘fact' assertJve 

katu ‘the appearance/ assertJve 

reasonlcause of 

Korean hyengthの ‘forrn' 

kil ‘path， road' 

the ‘ground， place' 

kes ‘thing' 

pa ‘thing， ways' 

chan， cha ‘time， moment' 

Sakha kem ‘time' 

Mongolian 
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reason， 

(b) self-awareness， realization， 

(c) advice 

(d) blame， displeasrure， 

su中nse，

(e) guess， conjecture 

(ηspeaker's intention 

formal 

progresslve 

experiential 

xereg ‘occurrence， event，‘1 mean that ...' 

fact' 

Amdo Tibetan bkopα ‘way， manner' 

Central Tibetan -khuu 

-kaca 

appearance 

‘talk' 

Sidaama 玄αrα ‘manner， way' co吋ecture:‘Itseems that' 

(a)‘have decied to do'，‘plan 

to do' 

(b)向ture

evaluation 

reported evidence 

It should be added that， i加nthe q伊ua悩叩S討i
occupied by the nominali包ze町rt.的hf訂io凹rkααn.The nominalizer kaαn can be used 
as a noun that means 'activity， affair' or‘matter'， and thii can be used as a 
noun th剖 means‘place'or‘entity (thing， instrument， person， etc.)'. Note 
that these nouns， too， have a generic meaning. 

Examples of nouns with a generic meaning include (3) (Modem 
Japanese: tokoro 'place') and the following (Modem Japanese): (45) (past 
habitual) and (46) (advice， instruction， oblig剖ion).
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(45) [Hanako=wa yoku 
Hanako=TOP often 

Nαgoyα=e it-tα1 
N agoya= ALL go・PST

mono=dα. 
thing=COP 
‘Hana北koused tωog伊otωoNagoyaof武ten.'

(46) [Gakusee=wa issyokenmee benかoo-su-ru]
student=TOP very.h訂 d study-do-NPST 
koto=da. 
fact=COP 
ι唱St旬ud批en凶11sshould study v刊er可yhard.' 

In their discussion of the sources of complementizers， Heine and Kuteva 
(2007: 230-231) st剖eth剖‘Onemajor source for complementizers consists 
of generic nouns' such as‘thing'，‘matter'， 'place'，‘t世間三‘kind'，and ‘way'. 
(They concem superordinate categories， rather than subordinate-level 
categories (Heine， Claudi and H面memeyer1991: 33).) Note出atthey-
except for‘kind' - are included in the nouns listed in Table 2， i.e. the 
generic nouns that recurrently occupy the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC. 

5.5.3.2 Evidential nouns. In the instances of the MMC that have an 
evidential meaningラ the‘Noun' slot is often (though not always) occupied 
by a noun which refers to (i) appearance， situation， shape or the like or (ii) 
the surface of a person， e.g. 'face'. They will be referred to as evidential 
nouns (adopted from Anna Bugaeva， p.c.). See Table 3. 

Table 3. Evidential nouns 

language form meaning ofnoun meaning ofMMC 
outside MMC 

Tagalog mukha ‘face' inference， visual evidence， 

e.g. (47) 

Kapampangan lupα ‘face' inference (not necessarily 
based on visual evidence) 

lasa ‘taste' inference (not necessarily 
based on taste) 

bαbau ‘smel!' inference (not necessarily 
bas巴don smel!) 

Modern Japanese moyoo 
yoosu 
kehai 
huu 

‘appearance' 
‘appearance' 
‘appearance' 
‘appearance' 

‘It appears/seems that' ， e.g. (4) 
‘It appears/seems that' 
‘It appears/seems that' 
‘It appears/seems that' 
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‘state， situation' inference 
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Old and Early 

Middle Japanese 

Ainu 

Korean 

(a) 

sama 

αrzsama 

北esiki

kewai 

ruwe 

hawe 

Slrz 

humi 

hJレlengthのf

moyαng， 

mosup， 

kisのIk

‘si旬ation'

‘situation' 

‘situation， 

appearance 

‘situation， 

appearance' 

‘the仕aceof 

‘the voice of 

‘the sightl 

appearance of 

‘the sound of 

‘form' 

‘appearance， 

looks' 

(b) sαngthのん ‘situation' 

sanghwang， 

hyengphyeng 

(c) kko/ 

Sakha bwhUlUI 

keriIJ 

karyIJ 

iyhyn 

CznCl 

Mandarin Chinese yangzi 

Amdo Tibetan tshakka 

=khα 

= khaw 0 

‘look， sight'， 

‘unpleasant state 

or result' 

‘appearance' 

‘appearance' 

appearance 

‘looking' 

‘sign' 

‘appearance， 

expression' 

‘appearance' 

‘surface' 

‘mood， 

appearance' 
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‘It appears/seems that'， e.g. 

(52) 

‘It appears/seems that' 

‘It appears/seems that' 

‘It appears/seems that' 

inference 

reported evidence 

visual evidence 

non-visual evidence 

‘It appears that' 

‘It appears/seems that' 

unpleasant situation 

unpleasant situation or result 

inference， direct observation 

inference， direct observation 

inference， direct observation 

inference， direct observation 

inference， direct observation 

ιX seems/looks ...' 

(observation) 

(a) sensory evidence， reported 

巴vidence，inference 

(b) counterfactual 

(a) inference 

(b) stylistic: humble 

(a) sensory evidence， reported 

evidence， inference 

(b) stylistic: humble 
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evaluation 
reported evidence 

nDrapa nkheil (word)! ‘appearance' 
=nkhei (enclitic) 

superficial observation: 
‘It appears!looks' 

Burmese pOUN ‘shape' ‘It seems that' 
haN ιappearance' ‘It seems that' 
lo ‘like， as' '1t seems that' 
lolo ‘rather like， as if'‘1t looks as if' 

( counterfactual) 

An examplefrom Tagalog， cited from Katagiri (Section 1)， is the 
following. The literal translation has been changed and the squ訂 ebrackets 
have been added， in comfoロnitywith other examples in this chapter. 

(47) Mukha-ng [sa-sabog=na ang bulkan]. 
face-LK AF:CONT -erupt=already TOP volcano 
LT:‘The volcano [is] the face [such that it] will erupt a1ready.' 
FT:‘It seems the volcano will erupt soon. ' 

This example has the struc旬reshown in (24). Recall that Tagalog does not 
have a copula. 

As noted above， in the instances of the MMC that have an evidential 
meaning， the ‘Noun' slot is often occupied by a noun which refers to (i) 
appearance， situation， shape or the 1ike or (ii) the surface of a person. 
However， there is one exception. In Sidaama (Kawachi， 5ユ1)，the noun 
gara‘manner， way' can occupy the 'Noun' s10t， and this MMC has an 
evidential meaning: the speaker's conjecture on the truth白lnessof the 
proposition expressed by the ‘Clause' based on hislher own observation of 
the subject's action or state or on the information on it that s/he has obtained 
from someone else. 

Also， conversely， when a noun which refers to appearance， situation， 
shape or the like occupies the ‘Noun' slot， this MMC generally has an 
evidential meaning. Korean， Amdo Tibetan and Centra1 Tibetan provide 
exceptions. See Table 3. In Korean (Kim， 5.5.2-[4])， the MMC with a noun 
from the group (a) has an evidential meaning ('It appears/seems that')， as 
expected. However， when a noun from the groups (b) and (c) is used， this 
乱仏1Cdescribes an unpleasant situation or result. It is a modal meaningラ and
not an evidential meaning. In Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.3・[E-l]，-[E・2])，the 
MMC that has the enclitic noun =khaιsurface' in the ‘Noun' slot may have 
an evidential meaning ((a) inference)， but it may also have a stylistice effect: 
(b) stylistic: humb1e. Similarl)らtheMMC that involves the enclitic noun 
=kh仰 0‘mood，appearance' may have an evidential meaning ((a) sensory 
evidence， reported evidence， inference)， but it may also have a stylistic 
effect: (b) stylistic: humble. In Central Tibetan (Izumi Hoshi， p.c.)ラ the
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MMC with the noun -kuuιappe訂 ance'expresses eva1uationヲ andit does not 
have an evidentia1 meanings. 

5.5.3.3 Loan words. The use of 10an words in theιNoun' s10t is noticeab1e 
at 1east in Taga10g and Japanese - both 01d and Early Middle Japanese and 
Modem Japanese. 

In Tagalog (Katagiri， Section 1)， six nouns are attested in the ']'、~oun'
s10t. Among them， two are native Taga10g wordsラ one(mukJ切らface';see 
(47)) is a 10an from Sanskrit， and three are 10ans from Spanish. Th剖 is，
more than ha1f of the six words are 10ans. Katagiri exp1icitly states as 
follows. 

The use of the word mukha is not 1imited to educated peop1e. The 
Phi1ippines has been trading with India since as far back as the 7th 
century， and this trade has in:fluence in 1anguage. According to 
Panganiban (1972)， ofthe 30000 root words in Tagalog， close to 300 are 
loans from Sanskrit 

In Early Midd1e Japanese (Miyachiヲ Section1) (from 800 to 1200)， 
twentyseven nouns訂 ea恥 stedin the ‘Noun' s10t. Most of them are native 
Japanese words， although three町e10ans from Chinese. In contrast， in 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， Section 1)， where at least 106 nouns are found 
in the ‘N oun' s10t， about seventy訂 enative Japanese words， about forty are 
10ans from Chinese and three are 10ans from Eng1ish. Th剖 is，about 40% are 
10ans. (It shou1d be added， however， Modem Japanese on the wh01e 
abounds with 10ans from Chinese and those from Eng1ish.) Regarding the 
increase of Chinese loans in the ‘Noun' s10t， Miyachi (7.6・[3])notes as 
follows. 

Often， they [Chinese 10ans used in the ιNoun' s10t - TT] can express 
somewhat abstract concepts that native Japanese words cannot express 
precise1y. This in tum faci1itates the expression of various meanings/ 
functions， including moda1， evidentia1， aspectua1， tempora1， and sty1istic. 
It is sure1y convenient to have a construction that has such a wide range 
of meanings/白nctions.

Furthermore， in Korean (Kim， 5.5)， too， many nouns that occupy the 
‘Noun' s10t appear to be 10ans from Chinese. 

5.5.3.4 Use of nominalizers for discourse-related functions. The MMC may 
have discourse-re1ated functions (5.4.2・[6])，such as (i) exp1anation， reason， 
cause， (ii) summ紅 y，conc1usion， (iii) realization， and (iv) presupposition. In 
the data avai1ab1e， if a nomina1izer is used in the ‘Noun' s10t， this MMC 
generally has a discourse幽 re1atedfunction， e.g. the Modem Japanese 
(Tsunoda， 5.4.4) =no， e.g. (35-b)， the Arndo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.3-[E-3])) 
=na， and the Newar (Kiryu， 5.3) =gu， although this is not a1ways the case; 
see Thai (Kiyoko Takahashi， Section 5). 
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6. Grammaticalization ofthe 'Noun' 

6.1 Introductory notes 

The nouns that occupy the ‘Noun' slot have undergone grammaticalization 
to v訂yingdegrees and in different aspects. We shall look at their 
grammaticalization， paying attention to its phonologicalヲ mo叩hological，
syntactic and semantic aspects. First， recall that we need to distinguish the 
following (5.4.1): (independent) word， clitic， and affix. 

Now， Hopper and Traugott (2003: 7) (first edition 1993) proposeιa 
cline of grammaticality' . 

(48) A cline of gramm剖icality
content item > grammatical word > clitic > inflectional affix 

Similarly， Bybee， Perkins and Pagliuca (1994: 40) put forward 
‘Grammaticalization scale' and ιDegree offusion'. 
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(50) Degree offusion 
syntactic non-bound grams inflection derivation lexical 

> 
greater白slOn

(The term ‘gram' refers to 'grammatical mo中hemes'(Bybee， Perkins and 
Pagliuca (1994: 2).) 

6.2 Word -> clitic->々がx

6.2.1 Morphological and word-class status of 'Noun' 
As we saw in 1.1 and 4.1， in the prototype of the MMCラ the‘Noun' slot is 
occupied by an independent word (or simply ‘word') that is a noun. It may 
also be occupied by a clitic， an affix or - exceptionally in the case of Old 
and Early Middle Japanese - zero. The la批 rthree types of the MMC are 
not prototypical ones. 

Regarding clitics and affixes， we only deal with those that are 
etymologically nouns and those th剖 appearto be etymologically nouns. In 
the data available， all the clitics are enclitics， not proclitics， and all the 
affixes紅 esuffixes， not prefixes. 

[1] (Independent) words 
By definition， the words th剖 occupythe ‘Noun' slot of the prototype ofthe 
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MMC訂 enouns. There are also words attested in由e‘Noun'slot that訂e
e句rmologicallynouns but that町 eno longer nouns. All of these words seem 
to function as sentence-final particles. These instances deviate企omthe 
prototype ofthe MMC. 

For example， Irabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， 5ユ2)has the word munu. 
When used outside the MMC， it is a noun with the meaning ‘thing'. When 
used in the MMC， it is used as a sentence-final particle， not as a noun. This 
MMC has a discourse-related meaning: causal. (This is shown in 
5.5.2・[6]幽 (a)and Table 2 above.) ln both uses， munu is an independent word. 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 7.4)， too， has what may be called sentence-final 
p訂ticlesthat are etymologically nouns. 

[2] Clitics 
It is not easy to ascertain the word-class status of the clitics that occupy the 
‘Noun' slot. 

There is at least one clitic that functions as a noun. nDrapa (Shirai， 
5ユ3)has the noun nkheil/=nkhei， which is tentatively translated as 
'appearance'. It tends to be an independent word (nkheil) if the preced加g
word is disyllabic or longer， and an enclitic if the preceding word is 
monosyllabic. (The number ‘l' indicates the tone of this word. Enclitics do 
not c紅可 theirown tone， and their tone is not indicated.) It is used in the 
k品1Conly and this MMC has an evidential meaning of superficial 
observation:‘It appears/looks ...'. (The noun nkheil/=nkhei is listed in 
Table 2 above.) 

lrabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， 5.3.2) has the enclitic =pαz， although the 
noun from which =paz is derived is not used. (It has a cogn剖enoun m 
Japanese: hazu 'arrowhead'. This noun can be used in the MMC， e.g. (44). 
See 6.5田 [2]below.) =paz can occupy the ‘Noun' slot and functions as a 
sentence-final particle. This MMC has an epistemic meaning: guess. 

Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 7.6) has what may be called modal p訂 ticles
that are etymologically nouns， th瓜 occupythe ιNoun' slot and that are 
enclitics， e.g. =bakariιonly' (etymology: the noun hakari 'instrument for 
measurement') and =dakeιonlyラ (etymology:the noun take‘extent， limit'). 
(These nouns do not occupy the ‘Noun' slot， in Modem Japanese at least.) 

[3] Affixes 
Most of the affixes that occupy the ‘Noun' slot are derivational affixes. For 
example， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 7.7) has the independent word (a 
noun) kimi‘appe訂 ance，tendency' and the derivational suffix -gimi. (Note 
the voicing of the stop.) Both can occupy the ‘Noun' slot， and each ofthese 
two types of MMC has a habitual meaning or an evidential meaning (visual 
evidence?). However， there is at least one inf1ectional suffix that is 
etymologically a noun. lrabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， 5.2.1， 5.4.1) has the 
independent word (a noun) kutu‘fact'， and this noun can be used in the 
MMC. Furthermore， this language has the suffix -kutu， which is derived 
from this noun. The suffix -kutu is attached to verb stems， occupying the 
slot that some other inf1ectional suffixes occupy and consequently it is best 
analyzed as an inf1ectional suffix. This suffix， too， occupies the‘Noun' slot 
of the MMC. The MMC with出enoun kutu and the MMC with the suffix 
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-kutu express the same meanings: (i) a deontic modal meaning ‘should; be 
supposed to'， and (ii) anticipated白加re‘will'.

6.2.2 Diachronic changes 
On the basis of works such as Heine， Claudi and Hunnemeyer (1991: 15， 
213)， Bybee， Perkins and Pagliuca (1994: 40) and Hopper and Traugott 
(2003: 7， 110， 111) among others， gramm剖icalizationmay be hypothesized 
to proceed as shown below. 

(51) (independent) word ・>Clitic -> affix 

It has not been possible to investigate this issue in all the langauges 
reported in the present volume. Relevant data訂 eshown in Table 4.‘Words' 
refer to independent nouns， rather than sentence-final particles and clitic 
nouns. For specific examples， see the individual chapters. A few examples 
will be given below. In the data available on the MMC， clitics are enclitics， 
rather than proclitics， and affixes are suffixes， rather白anprefixes. There is 
no example which shows the chain of changes of ‘word -> proclitic・>

prefix' . 

Table 4. Word -> clitic -> affix 

Irabu 
Ryukyuan 

Japanese 

w;ord (noun) 

kutu 
‘fact' 
(MMC) 
(a) deontic: 
‘should'， 'be 
supposed to' 
(b) anticipated 
印刷re('will') 

sαmα 
(OEMJ; MMC) 
(MJ)， e.g. (52) 
‘It appe町s'

yαu 
(OEMJ) 
‘ロlanner，
example' 

ke 
(OEMJ) 

clitic 

=soo 
(MJ; MMC)， e.g. 
(53) 
‘reported evicence' 

=yαu 
(OEMJ; MMC) 
‘looks like' 
=yoo 
(MJ; MMC) 
‘inference' 

affix 

-kutu 

(MMC) 
(a) deontic: 
‘should'， 'be 
supposed to' 
(b) anticipated 
future ('will') 

-soo 
(MJ;MMC)， 
e.g. (54) 
‘inference' 

-yoo 
(MJ) 
‘manner， way' 

=ge -ge 
(MJ， dialectal; MMC) (MJ; MMC) 
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‘appearance' 

kao 
(OEMJ; MMC) 
‘face， surface， 
situation' 

kimi 
(MJ; MMC) 
ιtendency' 

K01yma 
Yukaghir 

pen 
‘supematura1 
thing' 

nDrapa 

‘inference; reported ‘It appears' 
evidence' 

-g，αo 
(OEMJ; MMC) 
‘( e1egantlrefined) 
fee1ing， 
atmosphere， 
taste' 

c' 
M

q

 

M

m

 

m
町
M

m
r
u
m
旬

=ben 
(MMC) 
(a) past 
(b) strong assertion 

nkheil =nkhei 
(MMC) (MMC) 
‘It appears/100ks'ι1t appears/100ks' 

Hindi paalaka 
(Sanskrit， Hindi) 
'guardian， 
protector' 

=va，α1αα 
(MMC) 
(a)‘be about to' 
(b) schedu1e， intention 
(c) firm be1ief about the 

occurrence/non-occurrence 
of a situation 

It has proved to be very difficult to fmd examp1es that show that one and 
the same item has undergone the changes shown in (51). 

For examp1e， the form in each of K01yma Yukaghir (Endo， 5ユ3)，
nDrapa (Shirai， 5.2.3) and Hindi (Imamura， 6.1) has the use as a word and 
a1so as an enclitic， but its use as a suffix is not attested. As another examp1e， 
the word kao and the suffix -gao are attested in Old and Early Middle 
Japanese (‘OEMJ') (Miyachi， 7.3)ヲ butthe enclitic form =kao/=gao is not 
attested in OEMJ (or in Modem Japanese ('MJ')). The same app1ies to the 
word kimi and the su百ix-gimi in MJ (Tsunoda， 7.7). 

We have seen that it has proved to be very difficult to find examples that 
show th瓜 oneand the same item has undergone the changes shown in (51). 
Now it is even more difficult to find examples that show that the changes 
presented in (51) have taken p1ace within the MMC. For example， the 
following set of forms are attested (Miyachi， 7.2-[1]; Tsunoda， 7.9): (i) the 
word yau (a 10an 合omChinese) in OEMJ， (ii) the enclitic =yau in 01d and 
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OEMJ， (iii) the enclitic =yoo in MJ， and (iv) the suffix -yoo in MJ. Among 
these four forms， the enclitics =yau and =yoo are attested in the M孔1C，but 
the word yau and the suffix -yoo are not. As another set of examples， among 
the word ke (OEMJ)ラ theenclitic =ge (MJ， dialectal; MMC) and the suffix 
-ge (MJ; MMC)， the enclitic =ge and the suffix -ge are attdted in the MMC 
(Tsunoda， 7.10). Howeverラtheword ke is not attested in the MMC in MJ. In 
OEMJ， at least there is no unequivocal example of the MMC involving the 
word ke (Asako Miyachi， p.c.). 

The only set of an independent word (a noun)， a clitic and an affix th剖
may possibly have undergone the three phases shown in (51) within the 
MMC are the noun sama， the enclitic =soo and the suffix -soo (Miyachi， 
7.1-[3]; Tsunoda， 7.8). Nihon Kokugo Daiziten 'Large Japanese Dictionary' 
(second edition， second printing; Tokyo: Shogakukan 2009)， Vol. 8: 290 
indicates that the etymology of =soo and -soo is not certainヲ butthat one 
possibility is the noun sama 'appe町ance，si加ation'.According to this 
etymology， the noun sama， the enclitic =soo and the suffix -soo constitute 
the only set of an independent word (a noun)， a clitic and an affix that have 
undergone the three phases shown in (51) within the MMC. Examples 
follow. (i) Noun: (52) (OEMJ， cited from Miyachi， 7.1-[3])， (ii) enclitic: 
(53) (MJ， cited from Tsunoda， 7.8)， and (iii) suffix: (54) (MJ， cited仕om
Tsunoda， 7.8). The example (52) is taken企omthe Taketori Story ('Tale of a 
Bamoo Cu抗er')，in which Princess Kaguya came from the moon to the earth 
and now she wishes to re印mto the moon. 

(52) (Princess Kaguya is looking at the moon.) 
[tune =yori =mo mono-omowi-taru] 
usual=ABL=ETOP thing-think-STAT.ADN 
sama二 nan.
appearance=COP .CONCL 
LT:‘[Princess Kaguya] is an appearance to think about things 

more than usual.' 
FT:ιPrincess Kaguya seems to be in deeper thought than usual.' 

(53) [Hanako=ga Nagoyα=ni 
Nagoya=NOM Nagoya=DATILOC 
it-ta]=soo=da. 
go-PST=soo=NPST 
‘1 heard that Hanako went to Nagoya.' 

(54) [Hanako=ga Nagoya=ni 
Hanako=NOM Nagoya=DATILOC 
ik-i]-soo=da. 
go・INF-NPST-soo=COP.NPST
‘It seems that Hanako will go to N agoya. ' 

In OEMJ (Miyachi， 7.1・[3])，the noun sama means ‘situation， 
appearance'. The MMC with it has an evidential meaning: ‘It 
seems/appears'， e.g. (52). In MJ (Tsunoda， 7.8)， the MMC with the enclitic 
ニ soohave an evidential meaning， to be precise， reported evidence， e.g. (53)， 
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and the MMC with the suffix -soo has an evidential meaning， to be precise， 
inference， e.g. (54). (Morphologically， these forms probably changed as 
follows: Word ・>clitic・>affix. However， semantically the path of changes 
may not have been as follows:‘1 t seemsl appears'・>reported evidence ・>

inference. ) 
Note that the forms listed in Table 4 exhibit phonological changes， such 

as the following. 

(a) Voicing ofa stop， cf. Kolyma Yukaghir. 
(b) Fricativization (followed by voicing) ofa stop， cf. Hindi. 
(c) Vowel change， cf. Japanese. 
(d) Loss of inherent tone， cf. nDrapa. 

1 note in this connection that there is an instance in Japanese in which 
the ιNoun' and the ‘Copula' have merged. See Tsunoda (this volume， 7.11). 

Hopper and Traugott (2003: 154) st剖eth剖 mostof the changes that 
occur in grarnmaticalization‘are characterizable as reductions'. As the 
parameter that concerns the phonetic/phonological aspects of 
grarnmaticalization， Heine and Kuteva (2007: 34) give erosion (“phonetic 
reduction")， i.e. loss in phonetic substance. Now， most of the phonological 
changes observed in Table 4 and also the merger of the ‘Noun' and the 
‘Copula' are instances ofreduction. However， this does not seem to apply to 
(a) Voicing of a stop or (b) Fricativization (followed by voicing) of a stop. 
This suggests that the inventory of phonological changes in 
grarnmaticalization needs to be expaned to include (a) and (b). 

6.3 Affixes: derivational and injlectional 

On the basis of‘Degree of fusion'， shown in (50) (Bybee， Perkins and 
Pagliuca 1994: 40)， the order of changes shown in (55) would be expected. 
In contrast， Heine， Claudi and Hunnemeyer (1991: 213) suggest the 
opposite order， shown in (56). 

(55) Relative order of changes (1) 
in:flectional affix> derivational affix 

(56) Relative order of changes (2) 
derivational affix > inflectional affix 

ln Japanese， both in OEMJ (Miyachi， 7.3) and MJ (Tsunoda， 7.7 to 7.10)， 
there are derivational suffixes that derived from nouns. For examples， see 
Table 4. However， there is no inflectional suffix which is derived from a 
noun. 

Among the languages reported in the present volume， lrabu Ryukyuan 
(Shomoji) is the only language th剖 hasyielded an inflectional suffix th瓜 1S

derived企oma noun: the noun kutu 'fact' and the verbal inflectional suffix 
-kutu. See 6ユ1・[3].

Grarnmaticalization of a noun into a verbal inflectional affix seems 
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extremely uncommon crosslinguistically. A cursory examination of the 
relevant literature， such as Heine， Claudi and HUllnemeyer (1991)， Bybee， 
Perkins and Pagliuca (1994)， Lehmann (1995)， Hopper and Traugott (2003)， 
and Heine and Kuteva (2007) indicates th瓜 nosuch instance seems to have 
been reported previously. (Aikhenvald (2011: 609) lists five languages in 
which evidential markers derive from nouns， but she does not say whether 
or not these markers are verbal inf1ectional affixes.) In contrast， 
grammaticalization of a noun into a derivational suffix is well attested. See 
Table 4 for examples in Japanese. 

The above suggests that (57) and (58) have opposite orderings. 

(57) Crosslinguistic frequency of grammaticalization of a noun: 
derivational > inflectional 

(58) Degree of白sion(as proposed by Bybee， Perkins and Pagliuca; 
cf. (50)): 
inflectional > derivational 

Andth剖， if the relative order of changes is as shown in (56)， and not that 
shown in (55)， then (56) and (57) on the one hand and (58) on the other have 
opposite orderings. 

As noted above， the evidence is not conclusive. At least， when 
investigating grammaticalizatio民 itis important to distinguish (i) relative 
order of changes， (ii) degree of fusion， and (iii) crosslinguistic企equency.

6.4 Morphosynt似 ofthe下{oun'

[1] Affixation to the ‘Noun' 
As noted in 5ユ1，there are instances in which a noun in the ‘Noun' slot is 
combined with an affix. In this respect at least， the noun concemed behaves 
like any other noun. 

[2] Modification ofthe '}'、Joun'
As seen in 5.2.2， other chapters in the present volume have generally 
yielded no example in which a noun in the ιNoun' slot is modified by some 
other word. This modification is probably impossible in Modem Japanese 
(Tsunoda， 5.6.4). It seems th剖 inthis respect the nouns have lost their status 
as nouns and have been grammaticalzed. N ewar (Kiryu， 5ユ6)and Old and 
Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， 7.5.3・[2])訂 eexceptions. Kiryu has found 
three such examples of the modification of a noun by some other word， and 
Miyachi gives one example. In this respect， the nouns in the ‘Noun' slot of 
the MMC in Newar and in Old and Early Middle Japanese may be less 
grammaticalized than those in other languages. 

6.5 Semantic aspects of the‘Noun' 

In 5.4.3.1 and 5.4.3.2， we looked at the synchronic aspects of meaning of 
the 寸、Joun'and noted that there are two groups of nouns that recurrently 
occupy the ιNoun' slot: generic nouns (Table 2) and evidential nouns (Table 
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3). We turn now to the diachronic aspects ofthe‘Noun'. It is far beyond the 
scope of the present chapter to discuss every noun reported in the present 
volume， and we shall look at perhaps the most spectacular semantic 
changes. 

[1] Non-ordinary entities: Kolyma Yukaghir and Hindi 
Kolyma Yukaghir (Endo， 5.2.2， 5ユ3)has the enclitic =ben， and the MMC 
with it expresses (i) past situation， or (ii) a modal meaning， such as strong 
assetion. The etymology of this enclitic is suggested to be the noun pen 
吐lIng'，or more precisely，ιsupernatural thing'. 

Hindi (Imamura， 5.1.3， 6.1) has the enclitic =vaαlaa. Etymologically， 
this enclitic is said to have derived from the Sanskrit noun paalaka 
'guardian， protector; one who maintains or observes'. The MMC with it 
indicates (i)ιbe about to' (an aspectual meaning)， (ii) schedule， intention (a 
modal meaning)， or (iii) the speaker's firm belief about the 
occurrence/non-occurrence of a situation (a modal meaning). 

It is not known how the Kolyma Yukaghir MMC， whose 守、Joun'is 
suggested to have derived from pen 'supern剖uralthing'， came to express (i) 
events in the reasonably distant past or (ii) a modal meaning， such as strong 
assertion. Similarly， it is not known how the Hindi MMC， whose ‘Noun' is 
suggested to have derived from the Sanskrit noun paalaka‘guardian， 
protector; one who maintains or observes'， came to indicate (i)‘be about to' 
(an aspectual meaning)， (ii) schedule， intention (a modal meaning)， or (iii) 
the speaker' s firm belief about the occurrence/non-occurrence of a situation 
(a modal meaning). It is truly intriguing how these MMCs acquired the 
meanings they have. 

[2] Japanese hazu 
There is a large literature that investigates the history of the Japanese 
language， and there are numerous works that deal with grammaticalization 
in Japanese， although they may not employ the teロn‘grammaticalization'. 
They provide fascinating accounts of the grammaticalization in Japanese. 
One such example is hazu. 

In Modern Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[2])ヲ thenoun hazu may be used 
outside the MMC (under very limited syntactic environments)， with the 
meanmg ‘expectation' or‘schedule， • realization'. However， it is generally 
used in the MMC， and this MMC has two uses: (i) 'expect剖ion，schedule'， 
e.g. (59)， and (ii) realization， e.g. (44). Both uses訂 emodal. 

(59) [Hanako=wa asiω Nagoyα=e ik-u] 
Hanako=TOP tomoηow N agoya= ALL go・NPST
hα'zu=da. 
expecta剖tion=COP
LT:‘Ha佃na北kois an expectation [su山cht由ha瓜ts油he寸]goes/川Wl出llg伊otωO 

Nagoya.' 
FT:‘Hanako is expected to go to Tokyo tomorrow.ラ

Now， how did this MMC acquire this meaning? According to Nihon Kokugo 
Daiziten 'Large Japanese Dictionary' (Tokyo: Shogakukan 2009)， Vol. 10: 
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1123， hazu refers to an arrowhead. It fits in the bowstring nicely. 
Consequently the word hazu acquired the meaning ‘It is naturally the case 
th剖...'， 'X stands to reason'，‘reason (not in the sense of cause)， logic'， and 
subsequently ‘plan， promise' . 

Regarding the so町 cesfor grammaticalization， Heine， Claudi and 
Hunnemeyer (1991: 35) state as follows:‘Despite the many attempts th瓜
have been made so f:訂， it is not yet possible to define， in a non-circular way， 
the range of items serving as a source for grammatical concepts'. They 
(1991: 33) add as follows.‘If there is a more general observation th剖 canbe 
made at the present stage of research， it is that categories of the subordinate 
level are unlikely to serve as source concepts， ...'. The data presented in the 
volume in the main support their view. Indeed， most of the nouns listed in 
Table 2 (generic nouns) and Table 3 (evidential nouns) concem 
superordinate categories， rather than subordinate-level categories. However， 
there are also many nouns referring to subordinate-level categories that訂 C

used in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC and are grammaticalized. Three such 
examples were given in [1] (Kolyma Yukaghir and Hindi) and [2] 
(J apanese). 

6.6Grαmmαticalizαtion 01αnoun intoαpart ofthe predicα!te 

As seen in 5.3ヲ syntacticallythe MMC in Modem Japanese should be 
analayzed as containing a compound predicate that consists of three parts: 
(i) the predicate of the‘Clause'， (ii) the ‘Noun'， and (iii)由ピCopula'.This 
analysis applies to剖 leastseven other (and possibly more) languages. Th剖
is， in the MMC of these languages， the ‘Noun' has become a part of the 
predicate of the clause/sentence. This applies irrespective of whether the 
'Noun' slot is occupied by a noun (an indepednet word)， a clitic or an affix. 

Now， works such as Bybee， Perkins and Pagliuca (1994)， Heine， Claudi 
and Hunnemeyer (1991)， Heine and Kuteva (2007)ラ Hopperand Traugott 
(2003) and Lehmann (1995) indicate that there are numerous works that 
examine the grammaticalization of verbs， but that those which investigate 
由egrammaticalization of nouns are relatively few. Among those few that 
look at nouns， almost all deal with the grammaticalization of nouns into 
adpositions (i.e. prepositions or popstpositions). In addition， the 
grammaticalization of nouns into adverbial clause markers is discussed by 
Heine， Claudi and Hunnemeyer (1991: 45)， and that into complementizers 
by Heine and Kuteva (2007: 230・236).

The present volume is unqiue in that it extensively examines the 
grammaticalization of nouns. It is even more unique in that it examines the 
grammaticalization of a noun into a part of the predicate of a 
clause/ sentence. 

Bybee， Perkins and Pagliuca (1994) list lexical sources ofvarious verbal 
categories: modal， evidential， aspectual， and temporal. However， they do not 
give a noun as a lexical source for any of the categories discussed. (Recall 
th剖 thesemeanings can be expressed by the MMC. See 5.4.2.) 

Furthermoreラ onepaper in the present volume， i.e. that on Irabu 
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Ryukyuan by Shimoji， shows that there is an instance in which a noun has 
been grammaticalized into a verbal inf1ectional suffix. (Aikhenvald (2011: 
609) lists five languages in which evidential markers derive from nouns， but 
she does not say whether or not these markers訂 everbal inf1ectional 
affixes.) 

7. Presence/absence of the九'1MC

ス1Introductory notes. As seen in Sections 2 and 3， the MMC seems 
uncommon crosslinguistically. At this stage of investigation it is impossible 
to predict which language will or will not have the MMC. 

Even languages that間 geneticallyand typologically - and often 
geographically as well - close to each other may differ regarding the 
presence/absence of the MMC. Examples follow. (i) Hindi (Imam町 a)
possesses the MMC， but Marathi (Prashant Pardeshi， p.c.) does not. Both 
ぽ eIndo-Aryan languages with SOV order. (ii) Sive (Tomoyuki Kubo and 
Norikazu Kogura) possesses the MMC， but Manchu (Haibo Wang， p心)
does not. Both are Tungusic languages with SOV order. 

The MMC is most frequently attested in agglutinating languages with 
the SOV order and postpositions. However， not every language wi出 these
properties has the MMC. Such languages include Marathi (Prashant 
Pardeshi， p心.)and Nanay (Shinjiro Kazama， p心).Furthermore， the MMC 
is found in剖 leasttwo V-initial (or predicate-initial) languages， namely， 
Tagalog (Katagiri) and Kapampangan (Hiroaki Kitano， p.c.)， and阿 oSVO 
languages， i.e. Th泊 (KiyokoTakahashi) and Mandarin Chinese (Ono). 

The MMC is generally found in language of Asia. However， it is found 
outside Asia as well， i.e. Sidaama of Ethiopia (Kawachi). 

7.2 Externαlαdnominal clauses 

It is only natural ωenquire whether the presence of the MMC can be 
predicted on the basis of the presence of some other property in a given 
language. That is， is there any correlation between the MMC and some other 
property? 

When the collaborative research project mentioned in Section 2 started， 
it was hypothesized that the presence of extemal adnominal clauses is a 
prequisite to the presence of the MMC. We shall first outline these 
adnominal clauses. 

Teramura (1969， 1992) devides the adnominal clauses ('ACs') of 
Japanese into two types: (i) ACs of uti no kankee 'intemal relationship' and 
(ii) ACs of soto no kankeeιextemal relastionship'. 1 have labeled them 
ιintemal ACs' and ‘extemal ACs'， respectively. 

Roughly speaking， with intemal ACs， the head noun corresponds to an 
訂 gumentor an adjunct of the AC. In contrast， with extemal ACs， the head 
noun is， so to speak， added丘omoutside the underlying clause. It does not 
co汀espondto an訂 gumentor an adjunct ofthe AC. 
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As examples of intemal ACs， compare (61) to (63) (involving an AC) 
with (60)， the ‘underlying' sentence to which (61) to (63) correspond. (The 
AC is shown with a broken line.) 

(60) Gakusee=ga sensee=ni syukudai=o 
student=NOM‘ professor=DAT/LOC homework=ACC 
okut・tα.
send-PST 
‘A student sent [his/her] homework to a professor. ' 

(61) sensee=ni syukudai=o okut-ta 

professor=DAT/LOC homework=ACC send-PST 
gakusee 
student 
吐lestudent who sent [his/her] homework to a professor' 

(62) gakusee=ga sensee=ni okut-ta 

student=NOM professor=DAT/LOC send-PST 
syukudai 
homework 
‘the homework that a student sent to [hislher] professor' 

(63) gakusee=ga syukudai=o okutィ。

student=NOM 
sensee 
professor 

homework=ACC send-PST 

‘the professor to whom a student sent [hislher] homeworkラ

As an additional example of intemal AC， compare (65) (involving an AC) 
with (64)， the ‘underlying' sentence to which (65) corresponds. 

(64) Gakusee=ga pen=de tegami=o kai-ta. 
student=NOM pen=LOC/INS letter=ACC write-PST 
'A student wrote a letter with a pen. ' 

(65) gakusee=ga tegami=o kai-ta pen 

student=NOM letter=ACC write-PST pen 
ιthe pen with which a student wrote a letter' 

In (61)， the head noun (‘s同dent)corresponds to the subject in (60). In (62)， 
the head noun ('homework') corresponds to the direct object in (60). In (63)， 
the head noun ('professor') coηesponds to the indirect object in (60). 
Similarly， in (65)， the head noun (‘pen') corresponds to the adjunct in (64). 
As can be seen， with intemal ACs， the head noun corresponds to an 
紅 gumentor an adjunct of the‘underlying' clause/sentence. 

In contrast， with extemal ACs， the head noun is， so to speak， added from 
outside the underlying clause. It does not correspond to an argument or an 
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adjunct ofthe AC. For example， compare: 

(66) Hanako=ga sakana=o 
Hanako=NOM fish=ACC 
'Hanako grills a fish. ' 

(67) Hanako=ga sakana=o 

yak-u. 
grill-NPST 

yα!k-u nZOl 

Hanako=NOM fish=ACC grill-NPST smell 
LT:‘the smell with which Hanako grills a fish' 
Intended meaning:吐lesmell emitted when Hanako grills a fish' 

(68) * Hanako=ga sakana=o nioi=de yak-u. 
Hanako=NOM fish=ACC smell=LOC/INS grill-NPST 
Intended meaning:ιHanako grills a fish with a smell.' 

In (67)， the head noun is ‘smell'. It might be thought that (67) was derived 
from (68). However， (68) is not acceptable. Ratherラ (67)may be said to be 
formed by adding the noun nioiιsmell' to (66)， placing it in the position for 
the head noun. That is， the head noun‘smell' is， so to speak， added from 
outside the underlying clause. It does not correspond to an argument or an 
adjunct ofthe AC. Another set of examples involving an extemal AC: 

(69) Doroboo=ga 
burglar=NOM 
‘A burglar walks. ' 

(70) Doroboo=ga 

αruk-u. 
walk-NPST 

α!ruk-u oto 

burglar=NOM walk-NPST noise 
LT:‘the noise with which a burglar walks' 
Intetended meaning:‘the noise emitted when a burglar walks' 

(71) 牢Doroboo=ga oto=de aruk-u. 
something=NOM noise=LOC/INS walk-NPST 
Intended meaning:‘A burglar walks with a noise.' 

Extemal ACs are similar to the MMC as follows. In extemal ACs， the 
head noun is not coreferential with any argument or any adjunct of the AC. 
In the MMC， the ‘Noun' is not coreferential with the subject ofthe‘Clause'; 
see the property (c) ofthe prototype ofthe MMC listed in Section 1. 

Now， as noted above， at the beginning of this collaborative research 
project， it was hypothesized that the presence of extemal ACs is a prequisite 
to the presence of the MMC. For this reasonラ thechapters on specific 
languages in the present volume each contain a section that describes the 
extemal ACs in that language. 

However， this hypothesis has tumed out to be untenable. First， Sidaama 
(Kawachi， 4ユ1)does not have extemal ACs， and yet it has the MMC. 
Second， in Tagalog (Katagiri， 4.2.1.3)， generally extemal ACs are not 
acceptable (although there are marginally acceptable instances)， and yet this 
language has the MMC. 
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7.3 Languαge-specific factors 

[1] Sidaama 
There may be language-specific factors that lie behind the rise of the MMC 
in a given language. For example， Kawachi (Section 7) points out the 
existence of two constructions in Sidaama that may have led to the birth of 
the MMCs in this language. 

[2] Japanese 
As noted in 1.3-[1]， in Japanese at least， it is likely that the MMC originated 
in noun-predicate sentences whose predicate contains an adnominal clause. 
See Miyachi (Sections 5ラ 6and 7.6). 

There may be language-specific factors that lie behind the abundance of 
由eMMC in a language. For example， Miyachi (7.6-[1]) notes th剖， as 
Yamada (1908: 818-827， 1217-1289) points out， since the time of the oldest 
written records of Japanese (around 700)， sentences that end with a noun 
(often followed by the copula) have been very common. (Still now in 
Modem Japanese， there訂 emany sentences th瓜 endwith a noun (followed 
by the copula) even when they describe actions， and not states. See Tsunoda 
(4.ト(d)).)This may possibly be one factor th剖 hascaused the abundance of 
the MMC in Japanese. 

7.4 Dザusionand areal features 

There訂 etwo groups of languages in which the MMC is frequently found. 
山 Tibeto-Burmanlanguages 

The MMC is found in a fair number of languages of the Tibeto-Burman 
branch of the Sino-Tibetan family of languages: Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara)， 
Central Tibetan (Izumi Hoshiラ p.c.)，nDrapa (Shirai)， Newaτ(Kiryu)， 
Burmese (Kato)， and Lahu， Jinghpaw (Matisoff 1972). However， there are 
also Tibeto-Burman languages in which the MMC is not found， e.g. Meche 
(K位 uyukiKiryu， p.c.)， and Pwo Karen， Sgaw Karen (Atsuhiko Kato， p心).
Mandarin Chinese (Ono) (a member of the Sinitic branch of the s田ne
family)， too， has the MMC. It is not known whether the MMC is genetically 
inherited from the protolanguage or has been diffused among these 
languages. 

As noted in 7.1・[1]，the MMC is generaly found in SOV languages， 
except for Thai (Kiyoko Takahashi) and Mandarin Chinese (Ono) (SVO)， 
and Tagalog (Katagiri) and Kapampangan (Hiroaki Kitano， p.c.) (V -initial). 
Now， regarding the absence of the MMC in Pwo Karen and Sgaw Karen， 
Atsuhiko Kato (p心)notes as follows. They have been in intensive contact 
with Burmese， from which they have borrowed a large number of words -
even function words. Despite this， unlike Burmese， they do not have the 
M MC. One factor th国 hashindered the borrowing of the MMC may be 
word order: they have the SVO order， whereas Burmese has the SOV order. 

[2] Languages in East Asia 
The MMC clusters in East Asia. 
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(a) lrabu Rykyuan (Shimoji) and Japanese (Miyachi， Tsunoda， Sas北i)
(both Japonic 1anguages). 

(b) Ainu (Bugaeva) (genetic affi1iation unkown). 
(c) Korean (Kim) (genetic affi1iation unkown). 
(d) Mandarin Chinese (Ono) (a Sino-Tibetan 1anguage). 
(e) Sive (Tomoyuki Kubo and Norikazu Kogura) (a Tungusic 

1anguage， originally仕omManchuria). 

Typo1ogically， these 1anguages have the SOV order， except for Mandarin 
Chinse (SVO). Genetically， they do not be10ng to one sing1e 1anguage 
fami1y. The MMC may be an area1 feature of these 1anguages， having 
diffused across genetic borders. 

There appears to be no specific evidence to show that the MMC 
diffused among the two groups of 1anguages mentioned. ln出 sconnection， 
Kurux (Kobayashi， 5.3.4， 5.4ム Section7)ラ aDravidian 1anguage， provides 
fascinating data. According to Kobayashi， Kurux has the ~品1C， which is 
UlIcommon among Dravidian 1anguages. There紅 etwo enclitics that can 
occupy the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC， and they may be 10ans仕om
lndo-Aryan 1anguages. Hindi (lmamura) has a p訂 alle1construction， and the 
h品1Cin Kurux may possib1y have risen due to structura1 boηowing. lf the 
scenario that Kobayashi suggests is correct， the two enclitics and the MMC 
have diffused and crossed the genetic border. It is re1evant to note that both 
Kurux and Hindi are SOV 1anguages. 

8. Summary and concluding remarks 

The MMC has unique characteristics. In terms of structure， it is a 
combination of two structures: that of a verb-predicate clause， etc. and that 
of a noun-predicate structure. ln terms of meaning， its 1itera1 trans1ation does 
not make sense. 

The MMC abounds in Modem Japanese and Korean. So far it has been 
found in close to twenty 1anguages - main1y in 1anguages of Asia (except 
for Sidaama of Ethiopia)， in particu1訂， in (i) those of East Asia and (ii) 
Tibeto-Burman 1anguages. It may be an area1 feature of each of these two 
groups. A1so， it is generally found in SOV 1anguages， except for two SVO 
1anguages (Mandarin Chinese and Thai) and two predicateN -initia1 
1anguages (Taga1og and Kapampangan). 

The predicate of the ‘C1ause' of the MMC often behaves 1ike that of 
ACs， and it may 100k as if the MMC contained an AC. (Indeed， many 
previous studies of Japanese in effect adopt this view). However， 
syntactically in 1angauges such as Japanese and Korean， the MMC behaves 
1ike independent sentences. That is， syntactically the MMC is mono心 1ausa1，
姐 dnot bi-clausal. 

These unique features of the MMC have not been recognized - not 
even in Japanese or Korean. In the other 1anguages， the MMC has attracted 
1itt1e or no attention. 
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The MMC has been found to have various meanings/白nctions，such as 
modal， evidential， aspectual， temporal， stylistic and discourse-related. The 
nouns in the ‘Noun' slot are grammaticalized， to varying degrees， in terms 
of semantics， phonology， morphology， and syntax. 

Among the studies of grammaticalization， the present volume appe訂 sto 
be unprecedented in that it extensively examines the grammaticalization of 
nouns， and in particular， the grammaticalization of a noun into a pぽtofthe 
predicate of a clause/sentence. 

Note 

1. Kazuhiro Kawachi (p.c.) points out th瓜 thereis another property that 
needs to be attributed to the prototype of the 1¥品1C.

(d) The ‘Clause' is not the subject ofthe‘Noun'. 

This is in order to exclude sentences such as the following. (For 
exemplification，I use English words.) 

(i) [He won] a surprise is. 
‘That he won is a su中rise'. 

(ii) [He lost] a shame is. 
‘That he lost is a shame.' 

Indeed， sentences such as (i) and (ii) have the structure of (1). However， as 
the following discussion will show， they町enot intended to be instances of 
the MMC. As Kawachi points out， the condition (d) is necessary to exclude 
sentences such as (i) and (ii) from the MMC. 

Abbreviations 

ABL -ablative; AC -adnominal clause; ACC -accusative; ADN -
adnominal; AF四 actorfocus; ALL -allative; CONCL田 conclusive;CONT -
contemplated; COP 幽 copula; DAT /LOC -dative/locative; DESID -
desiderative; ETOP -emphatic topic; FT聞仕eetranslation; GER -gerund; 
IMP - imperative; INF - infinitive; LK - linker; LOC/INS 
locative/instrumental; L T -literal translation; MJ -Modem Japanese; MMC 
-mermaid construction; NCC -noun-concluding construction; NFND -
nonfuture neutral disjunct; NMLZ -nominalizer; NOM司 nominative;NPST 
-nonpast; OEMJ・ Oldand Early Middle Japanese; p心ー personal
communication; PL -plural; POL -polite; PST -past; Q -question; RESP -
respect; SG -singular; ST AT -stative; SUBJ田 subject;TOP -topic; 1・first
person. 
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